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ABSTRACT

Three Dimensional Pattern Recognition using Feature-Based Indexing
and Rule-Based Search
by
Jae-Kyu Lee
Dr. Georg Mauer, Examination Committee Chair
Professor of Mechanical Engineering
University of Nevada, Las Vegas
In flexible automated manufacturing, robots can perform routine operations as well as
recover from atypical events, provided that process-relevant information is available to
the robot controller. Real time vision is among the most versatile sensing tools, yet the
reliability of machine-based scene interpretation can be questionable. The effort
described here is focused on the development of machine-based vision methods to
support autonomous nuclear fuel manufacturing operations in hot cells.
This thesis presents a method to efficiently recognize 3D objects from 2D images
based on feature-based indexing.

Object recognition is

the identifcation

of

correspondences between parts of a current scene and stored views of known objects,
using chains of segments or indexing veciorf. To create indexed object models,
characteristic model image features are extracted during preprocessing. Feature vectors
representing model object contours are acquired from several points of view around each
object and stored. Recognition is the process of matching stored views with features or
patterns detected in a test scene.

ui
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Two sets of algorithms were developed, one for preprocessing and indexed
database creation, and one for pattern searching and matching during recognition. At
recognition time, those indexing vectors with the highest match probability are retrieved
from the model image database, using a nearest neighbor search algorithm. The nearest
neighbor search predicts the best possible match candidates. Extended searches are
guided by a search strategy that employs knowledge-base (KB) selection criteria. The
knowledge-based system simplifies the recognition process and minimizes the number of
iterations and memory usage.
Novel contributions include the use of a feature-based indexing data structure
together with a knowledge base. Both components improve the efficiency of the
recognition process by improved structuring of the database of object features and
reducing data base size. This data base organization according to object features
facilitates machine learning in the context of a knowledge-base driven recognition
algorithm. Lastly, feature-based indexing permits the recognition of 3D objects based on
a comparatively small number of stored views, further limiting the size of the feature
database.
Experiments with real images as well as synthetic images including occluded
(partially visible) objects are presented. The experiments show almost perfect recognition
with feature-based indexing, if the detected features in the test scene are viewed from the
same angle as the view on which the model is based.

The experiments also show that

the knowledge base is a highly elective and efficient search tool recognition
performance is improved without increasing the database size requirements. The
experimental results indicate that feature-based indexing in combination with a

IV
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knowledge-based system will be a useful methodology for automatic target recognition
(ATR).
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GLOSSARY OF MAJOR TERMS
Feature is the geometric description of an object, or part of an object, in terms of
vertices, edges, loops, and surfaces. A feature characterizes a real object in an image in
terms of its contours, similarly to a CAD wire frame.
Model object is a sample object stored as a reference data set for later recognition.
Model image is the set of images that characterize a 3D model object from varying
viewing angles. A model image's feature information is stored in the model image
database.
Test scene is an image containing unknown object(s), to be identified by pattern
matching.
Occlusion denotes a partly visible object due to the presence of another object in the path
of view.
Invariance between two images exists if the object's contour is independent of the
viewing angle.
Rule is a condition to verify a hypothesis.
Knowledge base (KB) is a collection of formal knowledge employing some formal
knowledge representation language. A knowledge base uses rules to verify a hypothesis.
A knowledge base forms part of a knowledge-based system (KBS).
M achine Recognition or P attern matching is an algorithm that compares features in a
test scene with stored model objects in a database.
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CHAPTER 1

INTRODUCTION
1.1

Transmutation Fuel Process

The US Department of Energy (DOE) initiated the Transmutation Research Program
(TRP) program in 1999. A DOE publication [http://www.ne.doe.gov/aaa/aaa.pdf]
describes the program mission as follows: “...the ATW concept transforms plutonium,
long-lived actinides, and long-lived Ession products contained in spent fuel by changing
atomic structures. After transmutaEon, the new less radioacEve isotopes can be stored in
a permanent repository.” One of the research topics identified by the DOE is
“Environmentally Acceptable, and Cost Effective Fuel Processing (Conversion of LWR
spent fuel in oxide form to metal fuel for transmutation).”
The large-scale deployment of remote fabricaEon and refabricaEon processes will
be a requirement for the implementaEon of transmutaEon (Meyer, 2001). FabricaEon
processes for different fuel types differ in terms of equipment types, throughput, and cost.
A comprehensive assessment of the issue is presented in NEA, 2000. The scope of the
UNLV study on transmuter fuel manufacturing includes a comprehensive study on
equipment choices, cost, and plant design, including the spaEal simulaEon of plant
operaEon and of the recovery from unusual events. Because of the stringent requirement
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to operate in a hot cell facility, the cost-eEecEve producEon of transmuter fuel will likely
require fuel manufacturing in a largely automated environment.
Examples of comprehensive discussions of transmuter fuel manufacturing issues
are found in NEA reports (1999 and 2001) and in a report of the scienEEc ofGce of the
French parliament (1997, in French). The paper by Boidron et al (2000) presents a survey
of P&T research efforts. Figure 1.1 illustrates the NEA concept of separaEng Pu and U
from spent fuel and transmuting the minor acEnides (MA).

Figure 1.2 A Khemudc dhqpum o f back -end o f an advanced fuel cycle
with minor actinide recycling
LWR

Interim storage

•
: MA

:Pu & u : 4-

Reprocessing

f Target fabrication

» Transmutation device

"LLFP:
2nd Interim storage

Geological disposal

"RFC"

I

"AFC

Figure 1.1 Concept for fuel reprocessing (NEA, 1999)

The report to the French senate (1997) estimates the iniEal costs for a separaEon
plant based on the PUREX process at 5BiUion francs or approx. $lBillion, for a
throughput of 850 tons of spent fuel annually. Haas et al. (1998) discuss the feasibility of
the fabricaEon of Americium targets in a NEA conference paper using a process
developed at the InsEtute for Transuranic Elements (TTU) in Karlsruhe, Germany. Figure
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1.2, quoted from Haas et al. (1998), illustrates the anticipated manufacturing
requirements for the fabrication of 1 ton of Am/year. 40,000 Am-pellets would have to be
manufactured daily. The author anticipates a need for four pin-fiUing/welding machines
to meet production demands.
The
Flow

fuel

for amorklum lorget bbrkodom INRAM proceM 1 Im: Am/y«or

production
Active Solution
Preparation

would

likely

be

equipped

with

the

required
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Oven (I)
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O ven (I)
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Oven (2)

facility

as

furnaces,

blenders,

sintering

presses,

welders,

inspection equipment
etc.
The material would be

200 p in t/d a y

Figure 1.2 Am fabrication (Haas et al., 1998)

transported from one
station to the next by

robots or by other appropriate forms of automation such as conveyors or part feeders. The
design methodology for such manufacturing automation hardware is well understood
(Mauer ef oZ, 2004). Figure 1.3 shows a schematic of the manufacturing and inspection
process for UO 2 pellets and fuel pins at the Framatome Lingen plant in Germany.
Framatome's UO 2 fuel manufacturing plant is partly automated. Humans can freely move
among the machines and move material as needed. Americium fuel, by contrast, must be
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manufactured in a hot cell. For reasons of both cost and production speed, material would
be best transported and handled by robots. Since unplanned events can occur, the robots
must be flexible to respond to such events, and recover autonomously as often as
possible.

HeSkim Leak inspection

Fuel Rod Manufacturing

Tablet Rod Inspection

I * t Press

Figure 1.3 Manufacturing and inspection of UO 2 tablets at the Framatome Lingen
plant

An essential aspect of remote, automated manufacturing is the real time
supervision and control of the process, including process diagnostics and safe recovery
from abnormal events. Figure 1.4 illustrates a normal part of fuel manufacturing, the
loading of fuel pellets from the pellet press onto a tray fro sintering. An example of an
abnormal event is shown in Figure 1.5, where the fuel pins are not properly aligned
before insertion into the cladding tube.
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The most flexible means for detecting and identifying abnormal events is video
monitoring.

Cameras

can be placed inside
---

and outside the hot
cell.

Through

automated
analysis,

image
aU process

operations

can

monitored,

be
and

uiSCslElJU
Figure 1.4 Robotic assemblies: removing pellets from the
pellet press and loading them onto the tray at right for
sintering (simulation)

discrepancies can be
detected immediately.
In
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Figure 1.5 Pellets buckling due to misalignment before insertion into
the cladding tube (simulation)

such as object
segmentation,
detection and
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recognition is required. In a well-defined manufacturing process, all objects are known,
but their appearance to a camera will depend on the spatial location of the camera relative
to the object, illumination conditions, shadows, and occlusions, i.e. obstacles in the
camera's path of view. Our research focuses on developing algorithms to recognize 3D
real objects from any viewing angle even if they are only partially visible.

1.2

Introducing the Indexing Method

Recognizing 3D objects from images has been a challenging task in computer vision.
This is mainly because objects may look very different from different viewing positions,
and therefore the complexity of the object recognition problem in computer vision lies in
the astronomical number of possible combinations of model-to-test feature matches that
must be considered. One of the most successful approaches to solve this problem is the
model-based object recognition (Chin & Dyer, 1986), where the environment is rather
constrained and recognition relies on the existence of a set of predefined model objects.
Nevertheless, since there is no prior knowledge of which model points correspond to
which test points, recognition can be computationally too expensive, even for a moderate
number of models. Therefore various approaches to improve search efficiency have been
proposed in the literature.
Indexing is one of several approaches for model-based recognition. In simple
terms indexing is a mechanism which, when provided with a key value, is able to rapidly
access some associated data. In a book, for example, the index items are topics or key
words, the order is alphabetical, and the pointers are to the pages where the items appear.
When searching for a key word, it is much faster to use the index than to scan the entire
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text for instances of the word. In visual pattern matching, indexing provides a reduction
of search time from a linear to a logarithmic scale. In the object recognition process
discussed here, image shapes such as edges or surfaces are the keys, and the indexing
process recovers model shapes that could have generated them. This is accomplished by a
reordering of the data, from their original organization within a 3D model database, to an
index ordering which sorts according to feature descriptors for shapes contained with 2D
images. Figure 1.6 shows an example: To identify either the house or the camera, we first
try to locate unique sets of connected points and match the point sets with the stored point
sets in the data base of object models. In the case of Fig. 1.6, those sets of connected
points (or loops) at the right hand side of Fig. 1.6 are the key words, and the house and
the camera are the pointers. The basic idea of indexing is to find a close match between a
stored object model and the test scene, using previously stored indexing vectorf, which
represent segments of the model objects’ contours. These indexing vectors are generally
obtained by connecting interesting points within the image and contain geometric
information describing object features. Non-compatible feature matches are quickly
eliminated during the database search. Hence, only the most feasible matches are
considered, i.e. those stored model features that could be projected onto, and matched
with, the scene features.
Indexing is one of several geometry based object recognition techniques. Another
technique is appearance based, where for instance the contour of an object may be stored
as a map of pixels. Appearance-based recognition is inadequate in the context of hot cell
material handling since it cannot deal with partially occluded objects (Lee & Mauer,
2000). Indexing methods usually employ a hash scheme to efficiently store and retrieve
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information about the model features into a

(Giimmson & Huttenlocher, 1990

& 1992). During preprocessing, groups of feature vectors form descriptions for each
object category. These descriptions are the groups of model points and their geometric
relations, which are stored in the indexed location. During recognition, groups of
cormected points from the current image are used to query the hash table.

Figure 1.6 Indexing as remapping of feature shapes

Ideally, one would prefer the indexing data computed from a group of model
features to remain the same, regardless of changes in the appearance of the model as it is
observed from different viewpoints. Such an index is called mvunwU. The main
advantage of an invariant index is that a single entry for each group of model features is
8
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sufGcient to recognize any test scene, regardless of viewpoint changes. However it is well
known that no such invariance exists to represent 3D objects in plane images.
This thesis explicitly addresses the issues of feature variation, ambiguity, and
actual versus stored appearance while maintaining the indexing concept. The
methodology of indexing primarily concerns accuracy and speed. Speed is the ability of
the index to reduce the set of possible matches to a very small number, without
eliminating the valid matches. Speed also refers to the lookup time, which must be kept
small so as not to offset the reduction in veriGcation due to the index accuracy. Accuracy
can be deGned as maximum mismatch of Euclidean distance between model dataset and
test scene data. In 3D, our algorithm samples the viewing sphere for each 3D model
feature and stores the generated set of 2D shape projections in the index. Each sample is
represented as a real-valued, three-dimensional feature vector. The data are stored as a
tree structure, and we present an approximated nearest neighbor search algorithm that
efGcienÜy recovers the data points closest to any runtime shape query.

1.3

Problems in Indexing

In pattern recognition, the primidves are shape and appearance. The shape is deGned by
geometry such as feature vectors, entry points, and their coimecGvity.

The appearance

is pixel based and comprises components such as intensity, surface color, and area
moment. Here, indexing vectors descnbe elements of the model object's shape, and are
stored as entries in the model database. With the use of indexing, each entry can have
pointers to all occurrences of a feature on aU model objects; therefore sequendal searches
through the set of stored entries can be avoided. While indexing for object recogniGon
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shares the same concepts as other types of indexing, several issues are particular to this
application as follows:
Problem 1: Dam are dwcrefg. Indexing is typically applied to natural features of an
image, and features are more naturally represented as continuous real number data than
discrete integers. For example, angle data can be represented in the continuous domain
[0, 2?t]. Indexing systems must store quantized feature data extracted from an image with
finite resolution.
Problem 2:

yèamrg w

A single set of features in an image may

suggest a match with more than one object. Parts of different objects may have identical
image appearances. This problem is especially relevant for the 3D-from-2D recognition
problem, as a wide variety of 3D shapes can result in the same 2D shape after recognition
since shape varies with viewpoint. Occlusion adds to the problem by concealing some
portion of a known object.
Problem 3: Data are ambiguous. A single image will contain multiple feature sets, so the
index must be accessed multiple times no matter whether those queries will lead to
correct matches or not. Therefore the same feature may be accessed repeatedly. This is
comparable to keywords for the same topic scattered several places in a book index.
Problem 4: Dam urg noisy. Image noise is one of the foremost reasons why the featurebased indexing technique may encounter difGculties. Feature values may be distorted
from one image to another due to lighting conditions, digitization, and edge detector
properties.
In addition to the problems above, the fundamental properties that determine the
performance of an index are the same as for any other computer algorithm: time and

10
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storage efficiency. The trade-offs made by indexing to achieve runtime speedup include
not only the time spent building the index, but also the space needed to store it. Since
indexing must represent each object as it appears from any point of view, the quantity of
stored data can become very large.

1.4

Feature-Based Indexing and Knowledge Base System

The basic indexing method is built for object recognition in 2D invariant. We are using
the basic indexing method, however, we gathering those indexing vectors based on shape
of feature. The previous indexing method has been built based on point and segment level
no matter what the shape looks like, and their matching algorithm is relying upon
collecting and compares those indexing vectors as segment on the hash table to verify
hypothesis. In preprocessing, our method generates model feature's indexing vectors as a
combination of its feature geometry and topology, and in the recognition process, we
draw test vectors from any given test scene. Then matching test vectors with model
feature’s indexing vectors

to compare vector magnitudes,

inner angles,

and

transformation invariance of indexing vectors which representing features.
To increase modulus characteristics in the hash table, we employ knowledgebased system on verify match. The basic idea of knowledge-based (KB) system in pattern
recognition is to make rw/gf, which used to verify hypothesis in every step of recognition
as a module so that we can make the recognition process between models and test more
compact and fully integrated. Using this artiGcial intelligence basis on pattern
recognidon, the complexity of procedure will be enormously decreased when it comes to
3D real image. To achieve this beneGt, we must have more localized indexing vectors

11
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and their connectivity of shape features as input model database is essential. In fact, the
feature-based indexing method itself is simply represent indexing vectors as topology
level geometry. In our research, we construct feature of geometry using its points and
segments vectors as well as their form of transformation relations to identify model
object in a test scene until topology level. To construct model image's database as tree
structure of feature-base we classify each surface of model image feature as a set of
surfaces, we classify each surface and feature of model image as a set of junctions and
loop, and we classify each junction and loop of model image as a set of edges and vertex.
During the recognition, every test vector from test scene compared with these edges and
loops in the model data. And its transformation (translation and rotation) invariance
examined as well to find match any surface in the tests scene.
The mtgor aspects that we should note are as follows:
1 Invariant Indexing
It is well known there are no general invariants under three-dimensional perspective
projections, but we have chosen to store similarity distributions for two-dimensional
patterns instead. However during the 3D recognition itself, the algorithm execute the
matching process as if there is invariance between model image and test scene. And the
difference is cumulated as error.
2. Generality
In this thesis, the database of model objects was limited to objects with clearly deGned
contours. All groups of objects used for data base construcGon are represented in the
database as combinations of line segments. In addiGon to contours, the potenGal exists to
use curved edges, texture patches, and color regions as features. Some ideas for

12
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integrating color with the current set of geometric features and curved edges are
presented in the section on the future work.
3. Similarity: interpolation between two similar stored views
Although there is no general invariance in 3D, similarities exist as long as the changes of
viewing angle are small. We drive probabilistic function to estimate the boundary of
similarity of pose and interpolate their approximated view between two similar 2D views.
Such probabilistic viewing effect has been proven method for dealing with small change
of viewing angle.
4. Image noise
Image noise induces broken line segments of contours.

When creating the database,

noise effects can be corrected manually by restoring the actual start and end points of
every line feature.

1.5

Thesis Organization

Chapter two explains the details of invariant indexing method and introduces previous
related work.
Chapter three presents the feature-based indexing method and a probabilistic
interpolation method for estimating the pose of objects.
Chapter four introduces a knowledge-base system for recognition and probabilistic
reasoning.
Chapter five shows implementations of our algorithm on 2D synthetic images as well as
3D real images, including the identification of partially occluded objects.
Chapter six presents conclusions and outlines possible future work.

13
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CHAPTER 2

INVARIANT INDEXING METHOD AND PREVIOUS WORK
In this chapter, we introduce the methodology of the invariant indexing method and
discuss related work. We also demonstrate hash table design and analyze its complexity.
Lastly, we discuss the assumptions applied to finding the optimal match between stored
indexing vectors and those of test scene.

2.1

The Invariant Indexing Method

The basic idea of geometry-based matching using indexing is summarized by Giimmson
& Huttenlocher (1990) as follows: "Objects are represented by collections of features, or
interest points. A match of a model image to a test scene consists of a subset of the model
features being mapped onto a corresponding part of test scene using a certain
transformation of some type." Geometric hashing has been used with various types of
transformation, including 2D and 3D rigid body motions and afGne approximations to
orthographic projection. Here, we consider 2D afGne transformations (i.e., each image
point x' is obtained from a model point x by x^ = Ax + b where A is a non-singular 2 x

2

matrix, and b is a 2x1 column vector). Similar analyses apply to the other types of
transformations.

14
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The idea behind the hash table is that each t-tuple of model points forms a basis
frame for a coordinate system that is invariant under possible model transformations.
Thus all model points can be stored in a transformation-invariant manner by rewriting
them in terms of this reference frame.
The rewritten model points serve as indices into the hash table, where the
corresponding basic t-tuples are stored. The number of points in a basis, t, depends on
the particular type of coordinate transformation. Here, we consider 2D afGne
transformations, so t = 3 (see Figure 2.1).

Pi

m2

mi = 0

Pi - o = u + v; for any point p, on the contour of a image
Figure 2.1 Invariant Indexing Method
3 points deGning the basis frame (mi, m 2 , m 3 ); t = 3
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We Grst describe the method without the presence of sensor or numerical round
off errors. Indexing data for each model are entered into the hash table as follows:
(1)

Choose an ordered set of three non-coUinear points from model image

mi, m2, m3 as a basis, formed by an origin o = mi and a pair of axes u
= m 2 —m i, V = m 3 —m i.
(2)

For each additional model point pi, rewrite the coordinates of pi -

0

in

the afGne basis deGned by the axes u, v, i.e., Gnd a, P such that p, - o
= o u + Pv.
(3)

Hash into a table using the indices (a, P), and store at that point in the
table the basis triplet (o, u, v).

(4)

Repeat this process for all possible choices of model bases (i.e., for all
ordered triplets model points). This results in a table indexed by aGineinvariant coordinates. Any pair of (ot, P) values can be used to retrieve
the model bases (if any) for which some model point pi, has the afGneinvariant coordinates (a, P).

We begin with an expression for a, P in the no-noise case. Without loss of
generality, we set the origin o to zero. By Figure 2.1, we have

(p,v'^>_Fsm($)-^)
/
I T --------- r T T
(u, V )
Msm(^)

(v,u )

vsin(^)

xn n

(2.2)
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At recognition time, the hash table is used to determine which models are present
in the test scene. A set of triple points from the test scene that corresponds to the model
image will yield coordinates that coincide with entries in the hash table (because the
model is stored in the table in terms of all possible bases, and because the representation
is invariant under any afGne transformadon). If we have selected a model image database
that has nght corresponds to the test scene, then all other points from there will yield (a,
P) pairs that match with the model basis in the hash table.
Therefore the procedure at recognidon time is:
(1)

Choose a set of three points from the test scene si, sz, S3 to form a
basis, formed by an origin O = si and a pair of axes U = sz - si, and
V = S3 - Si.

(2)

For each addidonal sensor point p i, rewrite the coordinates of p', - O
in the afGned basis defined by U, V, i.e., find a ',^ ' such that
p " i - 0 = aTJ + P"V.

(3)

Index into the hash table using (o', P3, and retrieve the stored set of
bases, each of which is a possible candidate match. Each time a given
basis is retrieved from the table a histogram coimter for that basis is
incremented. Repeat for all addidonal sensor points.

(4)

Once all sensor points have been hashed, the histogram contains votes
for those model bases that could correspond to the current sensor basis,
(O, U, V). If the peak in the histogram for a given model basis, (o, u,
v), is suGiciendy high, then this basis is selected as a possible match.

17
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The transfonnation from model to image coordinates can be computed
from the corresponding model and image bases.
(5)

The entire operation is repeated for all possible bases (i.e., all image
point triples) until a match is found. The histograms are reset at each
iteration.

Model image

p

R
E

Interesting point extraction

P
R

0
C

Set index frame system

E
S

s
1
N

HASH TABLE
Coordinate, Object

G

R

Compare basis frame with model

Choose one of basis

E
C

0
G

NO

Set index frame for each basis

Match?

N

1
T
I

Computation of interesting points

O
N

YES
Output result as match

Test scene

Figure 2.2 Scheme of the invariant indexing
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Clearly, the effectiveness of the geometric hashing method depends on the
distribution of the entries in the model hash table. In the worst case all model features
hash to the same location, therefore all model bases would receive a vote. The hash tables
must therefore contain an appropriate amount of detail, but the analysis implies that this
can often not be ensured a priori. In particular, the presence of signal noise results in a
range of values for a and P rather than a single value for a point, making it difficult to
form appropriately sized tables.
As shown in Figure 2.2, the algorithm consists two m qor parts. The Grst one is
preprocessing, which is applied to the model points. This step does not use any
information about the scene and is executed o ^ line before actual matching is attempted.
The second part uses the data from preprocessing to match the models against objects
contained in the scene. The time to perform this second step is the actual recognition
time.
To analyze geometric hashing, we use some formal tools that have been applied to
other recognition methods. Two questions arise: First, how does measurement noise
affect the parameters used in recognition? We compute the estimate for the range of
afGne coordinates of a point consistent with bounded amounts of sensor error. Secondly,
given that each feature consistent with a range of entries in the hash table, how does the
probability of a false posiGve idenGGcaGon of a coordinate basis change with increasing
amounts of error, occlusion, spurious data, and numbers of model images? We use a
staGsGcal model to derive estimates for the probability of a false posiGve, as a funcGon of
error and numbers of sensor and model images.
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2.2

Building a Hash Table and Complexity Analysis

For the sake of clarity, we describe our algorithm for the simple case where the model
image database contains only one object. However, the presentation applies also to the
general case, where a number of models may appear in the scene. As mentioned
previously, the models and objects in the scene are described by sets of interest points.
Given m points on a model image and n points in the test scene, there are O
ways to match the model image points to the test scene points. Since such an exponential
complexity is unacceptable for object recognition algorithms, various attempts were
made to prune the space of possible matches. Some of them try to employ efGcient tree
search techniques, where the pruning is based on geometric constraints. However, the
search still remains exponential in the number of scene features for recognition of
partially occluded objects. Figure 2.3 shows a typical hash table format in pattern
recognition between a model object with m points and a test scene with n points.

MODEL DATABASE
(Hash Table)

Unknown Object

Compute
Index

Compute
Index

Model Object
Retrieve the most feasible model groups

Store info about the model

Figure 2.3 Hash table
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To overcome this exponential complexity,

one may observe that the

transformation of a rigid object is completely deGned by the transformation of a small
number of the object's points. This geometric observaGon is at the core of the so-called
indexing and alignment techniques. For example, it is well known that an afGne
transformaGon of a plane is uniquely deGned by the transformaGon of three ordered noncoUinear points. Moreover, there is a unique afGne transformaGon that maps any ordered
non-coUinear triplet in the plane to another ordered non-colhnear tripleL Hence, we may
extract interest points on the model image and the test scene and try to match noncoGinear Giplets of such points to obtain candidate afGne transformaGons. Matching the
transformed model against the scene can verify each such transformaGon.
However, the complexity of such a scheme is rather unfavorable. Given m points
in the model image and n points in the test scene, the worst case complexity is (m x

x

Î, where t is the complexity of matching the model against the scene. If we assume that m

and M are of the same magrutude and f is at least of magnitude m, the worst-case
complexity is of order

One way to reduce this complexity is to classify the points in a

distinctive way so that each triplet can match only a small number of other triplets.
Assume that we are given an image of a model where m interest points have been
extracted. For each ordered non-collinear triplet of model image points, the coordinates
of all other m-3 model image points are computed taking this triplet as an afGne basis of
the 3D plane. Each such coordinate (after a proper alignment) is used as an entry to a
hash table, where we record the basis-triplet at which the coordinate was obtained, as was
the model (in case of more than one model). This encoding of each point in all possible
afGne basis coordinates gives us an afGne invariant representaGon of the m point set,
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which will enable efGcient indexing in the recogniGon stage. The complexity of the
evaluaGon step is of order

per model. New models added to the database can be

processed independendy without re-compuGng the hash table.
In the veriGcaGon (recogniGon) stage, we consider the image of a test scene from
which Minterest points have been extracted. We choose an arbitrary ordered triplet in the
test scene and compute the coordinates of the scene points, taking this triplet as an afGne
basis. For each such coordinate, we verify the appropriate entry in the hash table, and for
every pair (model, basis triplet) that appears in the hash table, we vote for the model and
the basis triplet as corresponding to the triplet chosen in the scene. (If there is only one
model, we have to vote for the basis triplet).
If a certain pair of triplets (model, basis triplet) scores a large number of votes, we
decide that this triplet corresponds to the one chosen in the scene. The uniquely deGned
affine transformation between these triplets is assumed to be the transformation between
the model image and the test scene. This candidate transformaGon is then veriGed in two
successive steps, Grst by performing a nearest neighbor match of all candidate model
image points, and then by direct verification of all model edges under the appropriate
transformaGon versus the test vectors (this time considering all edges, not only interest
points). If the current triplet does not score high enough, we examine another basis triplet
in the test scene.
For afGne transformaGons, a basis frame can be created from a set of three points
of interest. Within this frame, the coordinates of all other points co-planar with the
original three points are invariant. During recogniGon, any three-interest points from a
test scene are chosen as a basis, and the remaining points are hashed into the hash table.
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If a match with the model image frame exists the score is recorded. The eOiciency of the
method is only possible when each of the model databases is redundanüy stored in the
hash table at the cost of increased memory requirements.

2.3 Related Work
The process of identifying indexing match 2D test scenes using 2D model data is
relatively straightforward since feature properties like angles, edges, and invariant to 2D
rotation (with respect to z-axis), translation and scaling. Stein & Medioni (1992a) use
larger feature groupings, which they caU "super segments", to compute their index. These
are chains of connected straight-line segments, generated by polygonal approximations to
image curves. The complete set is used during storage and retrieval, in order to midgate
the effects of the distribuGon caused by approximaGng curves with straight hues. The
mulG-dimensional index vectors in this method consist of the angles between consecuGve
segments plus the "eccentricity" of the entire group, which is the second moment of
inertia of the vertices of the super segment. Our method also uses segment chains as one
type of grouping to generate index vectors. Instead of "super segments", however, we use
groups of non-collinear points set to Gnd a match.
For 3D object recogniGon, Stein & Medioni (1992b) extend their 2D work to 3D
range data. The analysis is based on two types of features: super-segments, generalized to
3D, and, for surfaces that do not have good polyhedral segmentaGons, a novel shape
descriptor for local surface patches, which the authors call "splash".
While no invariants exist for general 3D feature sets projected onto a single 2D
image (Clemens & Jacobs, 1991), there has been considerable progress in the area of
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constrained 3D feature sets. These are special conGgurations of shapes/features from
which invariant features may be computed.
For example, RothweU, Zisserman, Mundy & Forsyth, (1992) derive invariants
from concaviGes in planar curves. Four special points can be deGned for any concavity;
these points are used to set up a canonical reference Game. An image curve is mapped
into this frame, where it takes on a unique, invariant shape. This type of invariant is
useful if the objects in the database contain the required concave curve features.
However, the set of objects that can be indexed is quite limited.
Another *q)proach by Weinshall, (1993) and Weiss & Ray, (2001) requires
mulGple images. The invariants are matrices whose elements are funcGons of an ordered
set of point coordinates. This type of matrix equation will have an exact soluGon if the
input point set has same correspondences to each other in orderly manner.
Others have attempted to recognize objects by building and then solving matrix
equaGons (Ullman & Basri, 1991), (Bebis, Georgiopoulos, Shah & Vitoria, 1998). The
matrix equations become over-determined problems in most general cases, and can be
solved by singular value decomposiGon (SVD). An exact match is foimd by opGmizing
the coefGcient values.
Geometric hashing (Landam, Schwartz & Wolfson, 1990) is closely associated
with 3D from 2D method. In these authors' method, features such as comers and
curvature extremes are characterized as "interesting points" and used to describe shapes.
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2.4

Limitations of the Indexing Method

CurrenGy, there is no widely accepted indexing soluGon for object recogniGon. Current
methods are sGll exploratory, and therefore the engineering tolerance exists in the
soluGon. The absence of a single preferred method is also due to certain pracGcal
difGculGes regarding:
#

AcquisiGon of the object models;

#

A number of Number of parameters that affect performance;

#

Large range of variability of many parameters.

Object model generaGon is problemaGc due to the time required to accurately measure
the objects manually. The tediousness of this process is one reason why most databases
contain only small numbers of models.
Problems that complicate the indexing algorithm include:
(1) Model representation: Approaches vary according to the choice of features, image
data dimensionality (2D or 3D), and model feature dimensionality (2D or 3D). A
method may exhibit very poor performance when applied to an object class
favored by a different method.
(2) LighGng condiGon: Indexing and recogniGon are direcGy affected by the locaGon
and intensity of light sources. LighGng influences on feature detecGon by through
spectrum as weU as varying levels of shadows and contrasts. The range of
possible lighGng condiGons is extremely large.
(3) Object occlusion: This variable has never been qualiGed for use in recogniGon
experiments. One deGniGon might be "the percentage of the image area of the
target object that should be visible but is concealed". Unfortunately, the degree of
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occlusion can only be determined post-recognition, using the back-projected
object, thus it cannot be measured if indexing fails. To date, more qualitative,
descripGve measures have been used, for example "sigiGGcant" or "mild"
occlusion.
(4) RaGo of object size to image size: In general, the larger the object appears in the
image, the easier it is to recognize, because feature detectors give better results
during both preprocessing and recogruGon. A further consideraGon is the pose of
the object with respect to the camera, since some viewpoints give rise to a greater
number of features, or a more useful set of features, than others.
(5) Degree of clustering: A large number of distracters in an image not only slows
indexing down, but increases segmentation and grouping errors, which influences
the indexing.
Because of these difGculGes, researchers commonly provide selected example
images on which their algorithms have been successful, rather than providing a thorough
coverage of all imaging situations. Typical assumptions are (i) that the object occupies a
large fracGon of the scene (which means that the view is close to orthographic
prqjecGon); and (ii) that lighting condiGons are not extreme (implying that a large
fracGon of the Gght is ambient, non-direcGonal Gght). These assumpGons are currenGy
acceptable because the problems of occlusion, clustering, and large database size are so
difficult that concerns about stark contrasts are of relaGvely minor importance. A
demonstraGon of fast and accurate recogniGon under these two assumpGons, for a large
database in real, clustering images, would be considered a very strong result.
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The scope of this thesis is bound by two restricGons: First, we will only consider
objects with straight edges. This limitaGon has several advantages: matching between 3D
model segments and 2D image segments is straightforward; grouping relaGonships
between segments are relaGvely easy to specify; and there exists a rich set of real-valued
features that can be derived from sets of straight edges (such as various angles and edge
length raGos). The disadvantage is that the class of objects that can be modeled is
restricted to non-convex polyhedral.
The second restricGon is to consider only rigid objects. This means that we cannot
claim to recognize generic objects, such as "any square", but any speciGc objects, (e.g.
"square with length of L"). Generic objects are those deGned by their component parts,
and relationships between their components. Parameters, which affect the specific object
shape, are aUowed to vary.

In a word, cannot classify similar objects without detailed

extra descripGons.
Given these restricGons, it will be demonstrated that the approach to indexing
proposed in this thesis is a strong competition with other methods, while solving a more
difficult problem than most previous attempts. Our experimental approach will be to
explore the properGes of our technique using 2D syntheGc images Grst where its ground
truth is concrete, then we apply into 3D real objects.
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CHAPTERS

PREPROCESSING USING FEATURE-BASED MODELING
This chapter describes methods for representing and classifying the topology of objects
by using indexing vectors. To represent features, we define the terms 'loop' and 'surface'
in the context of indexing. The indexing vectors wiU be described as attributes of model
features. Even though the discussion focuses mainly on methods to build models, it will
also extend to implications for the recognition process.

3.1

Previous Work on Feature-Based hidexing

The literature contains many attempts for shape-based recogniGon using an invariant
indexing method. However, only a few authors are dealing with recognition using 2D
images. Several similar concepts exist for feature-based recogniGon (Beis & Lowe, 1999)
and we introduce here two methods similar to ours. One is the super segmentaGon
method and the other one is using four straight segmentaGon chains.
3.1.1

Super SegmentaGon

Medioni & Stein (1992a) developed super segmentaGon. Figure 3.1 shows this method: it
uses indexing vectors and their cardinality, arc length, angles, locaGons, onentaGon and
eccentricity to represent feature data. Distance, angle, and direcGon become the
constraints for recogniGon.
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For a 2D object, it is natural to use boundaries as their representation since there is no
change of view with z-axis rotation. The super segment representation of a model or a
scene is based on polygonal approximations. The polygonal approximation of a curve
captures some of the curvature information in the form of the angle between consecutive
segments. Several segment links then represent the entire 2D shape. During model
generation, we collect those chain segments and store them with prior knowledge of their
super segmentation information. During recognition we align each of these segments with
the test scene, starting from the lowest link of the chain to the highest, until the super
segment matches.

\ Orientation vector v

Segment 2
Segment 3

Segment 4

Segment 1

Figure 3.1 Super segment indexing

3.1.2

Four-Segmentation Chain

Beis & Lowe (1999) developed a much simpler algorithm from the super segmentation
method, creating a significant improvement to invariant indexing.

Their idea allows the
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reduction of the number of iterations and the memory size for recognition. The
methodology consists of dividing all boundaries of the model shape into the links of four
straight lines as segment chains. If a match with a test scene point set exists, the error is
calculated and stored in the 6 m. After aU the comparison between model and test scene is
completed, the best bin will be selected as one of the most possible match. The match can
be conducted by three or Ave-segmentation chains or even more, and for the n segment
for n test points it will be the same as super segmentation mentioned above. Therefore
this method can be considered as a simpliGed version of the super segmentation method.
Resulting from the simplification, the accuracy of matching results decreases. The
authors improve recognition reliability again by employing nearest neighbor search (NN
search) and best bin Grst (or BBF) techniques.
3.1.3

Our Method: Feature-Based Indexing

Our method was developed from the concept of Beis & Lowe (1999). Instead of using
multiple-segment chains, we employ three non-collinear point sets or Zoqpf for matching.
We term this method feature-based indexing. To improve the accuracy and efficiency of
the recognition process, we develop a rule-based algorithm and deGne quandtaGve
criteria for determining the degree q/" imcertamry. Like the segment-chain method
descnbed in the previous secGon, our algonthm seeks to idenGfy shapes in the test scene
direcGy, regardless of whether the object is plane or three-dimensional. Table 3.1 shows a
comparison of the indexing methods discussed here. The details of the recogniGon
algonthm such as rule-based search and degree of uncertainty will be introduced in the
next chapter. In this chapter, a discussion of the process for deGning and building model
database using feature-based concept.
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Table 3.1 RecogniGon algonthm comnaiison of current indexing
M ethod (year)

Object Types: Acq. /Recog.

Invariant Indexing (1987)

2D/2D only, using Invariant frames

Super segment (1992)

3D/3D needs range data

Four-segment chain (1999)

Range data needed 3D from 2D: MulGple-segments
chains

Our method

3D from uniform scaled mulGple 2D image: Loops

3.2

DeGnitions of Attributes in Feature-Based Modebng

We deGne attributes of feature-based indexing for shape descripGons of model objects as
follows:
( 1 ) Ve/Tex
A vgrfgx or znrerefGng point (vi, V2 ...) is defined as a point's set of (x, y) coordinates.
See Figure 3.2 for examples. Vertex coordinates result typically from a comer detecGon
algonthm appGed to contourfs) within the image (Canny 1986, Medioni & Yasumoto
1987). Those comers are usually transiGon points between convex and concave curve
segments. During model generation, the input sequence of vertex coordinates is organized in
a pre-determined and orderly manner. However, during recogniGon, the point order of
sequence is random.
(2 ) Edge
An edge (ei, eg...) is deGned as a vector from one vertex point to another. The set of
edges describes the contours of the object. The arrows in Figure 3.2 (b) represent the
edges that connect verGces along the contours of the object in Figure 3.2 (a). As a vector,
an edge contains informaGon on magnitude and direcGon.
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(a) Object Original Image

(b) Representing real image features by
edge (contour) vectors

V4

Loop 1

«2

Loop 2

Vi

V3
Loop 3
Loop 4

(c) Representing surface A (S^) in
terms of edge and vertex

(d) Four loops consist surface A (S^)

Figure 3.2 Basic representation of model image feature using indexing vectors

During model generation the edge data are entered into the model database using
prior knowledge. During the recognition process arbitrary test vectors connect every set
of two points. A simple recognition algorithm would have to compare each test vector
with all model image edges.
The edges become elements of indexing vectors that represent the shape of model
objects. Edges also become elements of loops and surfaces, to be introduced below. In
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3D, the directionality of edges plays a key role in identifying surface invariance. In case
of Mvertices, the order of edges is O (n).
(3) Zlgft Vector and Co-Ed|ge
In the test scene (during recognition), we introduce te.yt vectors and co-edge.;. A test
vector connects any set of two points. We compare the magnitude of edges in the model
database with test vectors from the test scene. Edges in the model database represent the
sh^)es of surfaces. By matching the magnitudes of test scene edges with those from the
model image database, we retain only the correct test vectors. These correct vectors are
classified as co-cdgcf. For n vertices in the test scene, the order of test vectors is O (n^).
(4) Z/wp and Jimcdon
A loop is defined as a non-collinear triplet of vertices in the model image.

As seen in

the examples of Fig. 3.2(d), loops assume triangular shapes. A loop is the most
fundamental element in both the preprocessing and recognition processes. Even after coedges have been collected from test vectors, false positive indexing vectors stiU exist. We
perform an inner angle match of loops in the model database with those of the test scene.
No-matching co-edges from the previous level of recognition are eliminated.
A jwncdon is defined as a loop that has more than three edges from its middle
poinL The junction can be described as multiple combinations of loops.
(5)
A

is defined as a set of loops that represents plane 2D geometry. To describe a

surface contour using loop connectivity, we use the

invanuncg property of the

loops, which stems from the fact that all vectors on the same surface are coplanar.
Figure 3.3 illustrates transform invariance: two adjacent loops A and B are linked by the
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same invan ant vector v with fixed length and orientation. Equations (3.1) and (3.2)
describe the invariant transformation of loops A and B to the same fixed base {Uj, see
dashed lines in Fig. 3.3.
''lo o p

^ lo o p

0

1

0

0

1

JL

1

(11)
.

r

^ lo p p
1

0

0

^loopaosc

lo o p

1

1

0

'Loop

(3.2)

Loop

f[/l

Invariance vector v =

- vg

Transform vector to {U}
Figure 3.3 Loop invariance between frame {A} and {B} with respect to frame {U}

Clearly, the vector v =
also be invariant.

- vg, describing the distance between A and B, must

During model generation, we create initial loop pairings for surface
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points in the model image. Other points belong to the same surface if they map to frame
{U} with the same transformation. During recognition, the same procedure tests for
transfonnation invariance of loop pairings between model image and test scene. Due to
image noise and discretization, the match is not normally perfect. The invariance estimate
therefore includes an estimation of its uncertainty derived from the invariance of the
paired loops from model image and test scene. Potential loop pairings arc evaluated using
their transformation, uncertainty, and topological relations between features, resulting in
the adoption of the least ambiguous pairings.

(6)

Fgofwrg and

Pgnmgfgr

A yèaAfrf is defined as a set of surfaces in terms of junction connectivity and their
neighborhood information. In the case of a 2D image, the feature is a single surface.
Figure 3.4 shows an instance of a feature with a total of four surfaces. Each surface is
connected to its neighboring three surfaces Sa, Sb, Sc, respectively, and to its super

penmgfgr vectors,

6^
3,

and

(bold arrows).

L

Vs

(a) Original 3D real image

(b) Super perimeter representation
(Bold arrows)

Figure 3.4 Super Perimeter Representation
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The fwpgr pgnmgfgr is deGned as a connection of loops surrounding all contours
of a feature. The relation of the super perimeter to the individual surfaces is expressed as
a sequence of cormected surfaces, where each surface S; is expressed as a sequence of
loops in the coimectivity table (see Table 3.2). The coimectivity table format is:
«connection-type, junction-type 1 » .

Here junction 1 is branch of three dotted line in

Figure 3.4 (b). Surface S^by itself is expressed as « S^; Li, L 2 , L 3 , L* »
3.2, and the super perimeter is expressed as «

from Figure

Super; Sy, S2 , Sj, S.^, Sj »

When

describing a planar surface, the relations between junctions become invariance of loops:
«connection-type, loop-type 1 , loop-type 2 »
DeGning the super perimeter of a 3D feature creates a convenient format for
describing the geometrical relaGonships between the plane surfaces projected from a 3D
shape onto a 2D image. Figure 3.4(b) shows the super perimeter representaGon for the 3D
feature seen in Figure 3.4(a).

Table 3.2: Connectivity Table for the Surfaces in Fig. 3.4
Surface

Connectivity

Number of Loops

Super perimeter

Super; Sy, S2 , Sj, S.^, Sj

Five

Surface A

Sa; Li, Lz, L 3 , L 4

Four

Surface B

Sg; I 4 , L@, Ly, Lg

Four

Surface C

Sc; L 9 , Lio, Lii, Li 2 , Li 3

Five

The concept for recognizing 3D features using the super perimeter and 2D surface
data originated from similarity analysis conducted by Ben-Ari (1990), Bums at ol (1993),
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and Olson (1995). Their similarity analyses will be introduced in the next section. The
procedure of model generation for 3D features is the same as building surface databases
in 2D. During the recognition, whenever the super perimeter is recovered we can quickly
establish feature connectivity using candidate data sets from the model database.
(7) Cwn/gd Ofÿgcff
Though our recogniGon algonthm does not primarily concern curved edges, we biieGy
remark how to build curved edges. Usually curved object suggests the use of sharp
convexiGes, deep concaviGes, and zero curvature points. And to represent their curved
edges, one must include one more points to interpolate their curve equaGon. The reason
we ignore the curved edge is it can be defined as mulGple connecGon of straight line if
we try to Gnd individual pixels along the curved contours. And for the same reason it is
also increasing the size and complexity of model image database to handle them. By
doing so, such curved edges can be represented as sharp-edged polyhedral geometry
without any curves. Therefore, in this thesis, we implement our algorithm only focus on
polyhedral geometry.

(8) Dimenfiona/ frijpgcGon
Camera images are projecGons of 3D scenes onto a plane. A single plane image does not
contain range informaGon about the distance between the camera and an object in the
scene. Ranges data can be derived, however, from addiGonal informaGon, such as
triangulaGon Gom stéréovision, see Figure 3.5. Knowing the range permits the
measurement of dimensional properGes of objects in the scene.

Referring to Figure 3.5,

we assume that the distance between camera d and the focal le n g th /o f each camera are
known. The disparity between two image points xy and X2 is inversely proporGonal to the
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range (or depth) r. For the stereo system in Figure 3.5, lüie aiqoroooumate ran;ge of pMoint P
results as:

Range = r =

(3.3)
XI - X2

where
r

range or depth

j

distance between the lens centers (camera baseline)

/

focal length of the lens

X;

dKstarK%:(}f])Dintli%yni(%:nter<ofjrruyge 1

%2

dkstan{%:(}f]pointlrrMii(x:nteriofirruyge 2

|x; -X 2 I

disparity

Range r

Left camera
. Lens
Focal
length/

Right carnal
Lens

Distance between
Camera center tf

Focal
length f

Figure 3.5 Stereo vision system and triangulation for range determination
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In remote manufacturing, knowing the range is essential for the visual inspection
of manufactured parts. Besides, stéréovision, the range can be determined by other
sensors (e.g. ultrasound or triangulation).

3.3

Probabilistic Similarity Analysis

This section discusses probabilistic methods for estimating the pose of a 3D object.
O rthographic Projection: We use orthographic projection as an approximation for the
actual central projection of the object onto the image plane. The implementation of the
orthographic projection is justiGed in most practical cases where the distance between
camera and object large in comparison to the object's dimensions.
3.3.1

Similarity Study: Effect of Viewing Angle Variations

While there is no afGne or projecGve invariant for general three-dimensional point sets
(Clemens & Jacobs, 1991), the deviadons of angle and length ratios remain small for
small angle variaGons in the neighborhood of the reference model. Therefore, it is
possible to assume invariance with an acceptable error margin within small variaGons of
viewing angle, using loop similarity. Values such as included angles between vectors or
the raGo of lengths of two vectors vary only by a small amount within a limited range of
viewing angles. This knowledge allows the discarding of matches between image and
model groups with a low likelihood of being in actual correspondence. The probabilisGc
similarity method assumes that angles and raGos of distances between points in the model
do not vary much when projected onto the image as the viewpoint varies over a limited
range of the 3D viewing sphere (see Figure 3.6). In Figure 3.6 (a), there are two loops.
One is reference loop from model (Li, Lz, X) and the other one is test loop from test scene
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(L i, Lz, 6 ). And we evaluate raGo of inner angle raGo and edge length raGo, respecGvely.
Then we examine their change of deviaGon when the viewing angle varies. Figure 3.6 (b)
shows such occasion. Here we have two viewing angle changes, azimuth and elevaGon,
respecGvely. The key idea is we will try to find the range of viewing angle vanaGon until
the raGo of inner angle and edge length remain less changed.

Camera
Original
Camera
New posiGon

(a) Loops from model and test

(b) Viewing angle change in 3D

Figure 3.6 Similarity analysis on loop for 3D object

This type of evaluaGon has done to each model image when we build model
database and based on that evaluaGon results we deGne probabilisGc density funcGon in
terms of exponenGal form and plot the probability density curve and set up the acceptable
scope of viewing angle change. This curve-Gtted plot gives us basic idea that what
interval of viewing angle is acceptable for given model object. In most case of polyhedral
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objects, we Gnd 15° to 20° degrees is acceptable. The probability density funcGon/(x) of
angle and length ratio for the change of viewing angle is deGned as follows:
/ ( x ) = aiexpf-azjxj) + a 3 exp(-a 4|x|)

where x means either length raGo

^ —— or angle raGo

(3.4)

— , and ay, ag, a^, and

are

coeÆcients.
The resulting probability density funcGons have a strong peak similar to a Dirac
delta funcGon (Unit Impulse FuncGon) at the preprojecGon (model) value.

The values

of the probabihty density funcGon remain large in the neighborhood of the preprojecGon
(model) value, so that we can build a probabihsGc indexing system Grom a GiGte number
of point sets in 3D.
Following the procedures of Ben-An (1990), Bums gf a/ (1993), and Olson
(1995), we first build model object groups that consist of a series of individual images
taken at small viewing angle intervals. We compute probability density funcGons,
comparing angle and length raGos of those model object groups with those contained in
the test image. As we saw in Figure 3.6 above, it shows two indexing vectors forming a
loop. We compare the magnitude of the two vectors and their included angle (Model in
data base: Ly, Lz, X), (Test scene: L i , Lz, 8 ) respecGvely. First, we compare both loops
with respect to change of viewing angle. As seen in Figure 3.6 (b) the elevaGon angle,
denoted by o; is the angle between Games Z and Z ( The azimuth angle f i s the rotaGon
angle of the frame % to JT. In posiGon 1 (tr = 0), the 3D object appears as a twodimensional quadrilateral shape independent of z; which means 2D invariant, whereas in
posiGon 2, the 3D polyhedral object's appearance vanes with respect to every azimuth
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angle change of T. Using the trigonometric analysis of the relationship between angles
^ o; and f in Figure 3.6 results in equation (3.5).

The equation (3.5) tells us the how

the two loops look alike when the viewing angle varies and is plotted for ^ = 45° in
Figure 3.7.

A(«y,0 ',f) = arctan

cos <7 tan
,

1 . 2

1—

2

where

X

inner angle of model loop

8

inner angle of test loop

G

elevation angle of camera

T

azimuth angle of camera

sm

cos 2 f
1—
cos / J

(3.5)

The scope of the abscissa for Figure 3.7 ranges from 0 to 75° at equal interval
spacing of 15-degrees. From Figure 3.7, we note that the deviation of Z from its origin
as a function of f increases with a. For small values of elevation angle <7 and azimuth
angle %; below 30°, the indexing vector scale is almost the same as the 2D reference at tr
=

0.
3.3.2.

The ongZg ratio is deGned as the raGo

Recovery of Angle RaGo
where Z is the include angle of the model loop,

and ^ is the included angle of the test loop. It is conveiGent to deGne probability density
funcGon to examine the variaGon of angle raGo

since our goal is to Gnd acceptable

region of viewing angle that we could consider as good as invariant. And, as we have
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seen in Rgure 3.7, the variation of angle ratio effect shows exponential trends. So we
deGne the probabilistic density function as in terms of exponentials in Equation (3.6).

2

1.4

0.6

0.4

0.2

0

0.2

0.4

Tracel:
coo at 0 = 0

1.2

0.6

1.4

xO

0

Trace2:
at 0 = 1 5

Trace3:
XXX at 0 = 30°

n

Trace4:
000 at o = 45°

TraceS:
+ + + a to = 60°

Figure 3.7 3D viewing effect with respect to elevation angle o changes at 0°< f < 90°
(Variation of angle ratio 24^at (f = 45°)

/ ( x ) = m exp(- 0 2 jxj) + U3 exp(-U 4{x|)
where x is angle ratio or length ratio in logarithm scale uy,

(3.6)
Uj, and 0 4 are coefGcients.
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The plot of Equation (3.6) shown in Figure 3.8 (a) for angle and length, and Figure 3.8
(b) for acute and obtuse angle in logarithm scale, respectively.
As we can see in Figure 3.8 (a), the deviations of angle ratio (dotted line) length
ratio (solid line) and decrease with proximity to the x-axis in both directions from zero
point, which is the 2D reference line. In Figure 3.8 (b), the deviations of acute angle ratio
and obtuse angle ratio have been compared. And the change of acute angle of an image
shows more sensitive variation than that of obtuse one. This explains the similarity
information of angle and length shows almost same accuracy for the same loop, however,
for the acute loop shows better results than obtuse one.
Viewing Effect in 3D: Angle and Length

Viewing Effect in 3D; Angle Changes

100100

-10
-1 0

10

Log ratio

(a) Loop with angle and length change

-1 0

tcy.z

10

Log ratio

(b) Loop with angle changes

Figure 3.8 Variation curve showing angle and length ratio

The curves depicted in Figure 3.8 describe the matching accuracies. The sharp
peaks of the densities at log {ratio) = 0 verify that matches are perfect at zero deviations
from the model. For example, the probability for angle ratio change to fall within the
range of 6/2 <

2<y is above 80% as we verified in Figure 3.7. Since the reason to

change of loops angle between model and the test is only happens when the viewing
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angle varies. Therefore this result supports the claim that wirAm a .smaZ/ range a/"
varrafroru a/"angZef c a r ^ rAe deviarianj a/"ZengtA amZ angle rafraj are fmaZZ canyared
fa nezgAAanng Zaap.; in rAe (ZataAafe. The more detailed probability density function of
angle ratios can be approximated as below (Equation 3.7), which creates a peak curve
(Dirac delta curve):
p.(log:^) = xiexp(-— I log Y
a
XI
a

I ) + X3exp(-— | lo g ^
X3

a

|) (3.7)

where p , denotes the approximate probability density. The coefficients x; to x^ (for the
wide range of -10 < log ( ^ ,^ < 10) in Figure 3.8 (a) are as follows:
xi = 67.121: X2 = 53.455: X3 = 18.823: X4 = 31.951:

(3.8)

Those coefficients xi can be determined in statistical way after we examine the
every angle ratio of model loop along with their viewing angle changes, and therefore
this process would be exhaustive.
3.3.3. Recovery of Length Ratio
The estimate of the probability density of the projected length follows a technique similar
to that employed in the previous section, by computing the probability density of a loop’s
projected length ratio. Orthographic projection is used again to approximate the actual
central projection. Since the scale is unchanged for all viewing angles (at constant
distance), it is not taken into account. We denote the model loop as the reference vector
set {Li, L2 } and the test loop by {L /, Lz'}. The ratio f is defined as t =

Lz Li
r . Since the
L 2L 1

orthographic projection is linear, the lengths of Li and Lz do not influence the ratio r. We
approximate the density of f by the function pb (log f) as
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p&(log0 = XIexp(-— Ilogf D+ X3exp(-— | logf |)
XI

(3.9)

X3

Equation (3.9) is already plotted in Figure 3.8 (b), which shows a sharp peak at r = 1
where f is thelength ratio

L 2L 1'

. The coefficients xito X4 are computed by a procedure

that uses a minimum square error as the optimizing criterion. The optimal coefficients are
based on results from Figure 3.8 (b) given as follows:
xi = 80.069: x;

= 56.749: X3 = 14.958: X4 = 29.386:

3.3.4

(3.10)

Complexity of the 3D Model Database

The probability distribution of individual features can guide the matching process that
underlies recognition. Features whose presence is most strongly correlated with those of
the test object can be given priority during matching. Features with the best Zoca/izormn,
i.e. the closest match with model loops in data base, can contribute the most to an
estimate of the object's position, while features exhibiting larger deviations from a model
can be searched over large domains within the database. The advantage of creating a
model image database using only a finite number of views lies in the reduction of data
base size. This data base size reduction must be weighed against the corresponding
decrease of probability of correct matching. Spacing the stored views at 1-degree
intervals, for instance, would result in a total of 64800 (360 azimuth x 180 elevation for
hemispheric view) model images. However, to build a hash table for such a model
database (merely describing a single object) would be exhaustive manual labor. The
preceding similarity analysis shows minor errors within 15° intervals, thus the hash table
for the model database can be based on only 288 images.
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3.4

Summary of Feature-Based Geometry Modeling Concept

The feature-based concept represents a 2D or 3D geometry by means of topology vectors
and application of invariant indexing. The topological entities shown in Figure 3.9 are
our choices of feature attributes. The topological entities allow a compact representation
of more comprehensive structures in terms of connectivity structures. During model data
base creation, junctions in the image are matched exactly with junction types in the
network, that is, the model assumes reliable classification of image junctions.

FEATURE

SURFACE

JUNCTION

COEDGES

LOOP

CURVE

EDGE

TEST
VECTOR

VERTEX

Figure 3.9 Topology of feature-based indexing

The use of feature-based geometry results in those advantages below: First, it is
much easier and simpler to build model an image database and compare with test vector
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groups since every attribute of feature shape is classified as topology, therefore if match
has been detected then we can quickly And their candidate data.
The second merit is it is simpler to build modules for rule-based system because
their attributes are classiAed as block data format. This advantage becomes important for
fully integrated automaAc target recogniAon. Recognizing object Aom the test scene by
rule-based method requires compact modules as possible. And this compactness can be
achieved from this feature-based concept.
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CHAPTER 4

A KNOWLEDGE BASE FOR OBJECT RECOGNITION
This chapter describes the methodology for matching a model in the database with a
shape in the test scene, using the feature-based concept. A knowledge base veiiAes the
recognition hypothesis and re-orders the topology.

4.1 Introducing the Knowledge-Based System
A rule-based object recognition system contains a knowledge base and a set of algorithms
or rules that infer new facts from knowledge and from incoming data. The inference
gnging sorts the data according to the rules, and attempts to reach new conclusions.
Figure 4.1 shows a schematic diagram of the rule-based recognition concept. Data and
rules are entered at the beginning, and iteratively updated during the recognition process.
The most important elements of the rule-based system are the decision funcAons that
make judgment in the inference engine.
(KBS) are computer programs designed to simulate the
problem-solving behavior of human experts within narrow domains or scientific
disciplines. The theory of knowledge bases is a sub-set of Artificial Intelligence (AI). In
most KBS development environments, the rules as well as data can be entered in any
order without affecAng the system's conclusions.
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Often new sets of rules can be added without requiring a reconfiguration of the
knowledge base. In the context of this analysis, two methods of inferencing are applied:
cAammg and

Input

image

cAammg.

Segmentation
Preprocessing

&

Feature Selection
i\

Interpretation
&
, Labeling

; Labeled
:Objects

Prior Domain
Kno^viedge
.........

Low and mid-level tasks

I■

High-level tasks

Figure 4.1 Knowledge-B ased Processing in an Object Recognition System (quoted
from Aggarwal, 1996)

Forward cAmwng is a data-driven technique used in constructing goals or
reaching inferences derived from a set of facts. This method is also known as ^orrom-wp
reasonwg, doTa dnven reofonmg and anrecedgnr reasonmg. It searches systemaAcaUy
through the rule base for rules whose condidons are true. This mode of reasoning is the
dominant approach for hypothesis veriAcation in this paper. Forward chaining is
implemented as a set of if-then rules.
The Ractward-cAoôwig algorithm proves a goal by recursively breaking the goal
down into sub-goals and trying to prove these until facts are reached. Facts are goals with
no sub-goals, which are therefore always true. Backward chaining is the programming
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mechanism used by logic programming languages such as Prolog. Backward chaining is
also known as rop-down reofonmg, good-Forgd reasoning, and

rgaronmg.

There are condiAons when Aie order of Aie rules and facts may influence the results.
Here, we implement backward reasoning in the form of whenever-do rules.
KB systems for pattern recogniAon are generally hierarchically structured. At the
lowest level of hierarchy, the data structures represent edges, juncAons, and loop
informaAon. The applicaAon of KB system rules also idenAAes possible regions of
matches and possible groupings of regions, which are themselves grouped into models
representing views of objects. Most rules are general and apply to all data. Most rules
employ forward chaining, and implemenAng a predicAon/hypothesis/venAcaAon
paradigm. The eliminaAon of non-matching data sets occurs through a rule of constraint
propagaAon. The KBS described below was developed in CLIPS (C Language Integrated
Production System). A detailed discussion of CLIPS follows in Section 4.3.

4.2 Related Work
In recent years, many authors applied knowledge-based reasoning to the object
recogniAon problem, using model based object recogniAon. Biederman (1985) proposed
the theory that a parAcuIar vocabtAary of components, called georw, denved from
perceptual mecharnsms and an arrangement of these components can be used to represent
an object. Experiments on human percepAon of brieAy presented pictures have shown
that perceptual recogniAon of objects can be viewed as a process in which the image is
segmented at regions of deep concavity into an arrangement of geons. A geon is denved
from the contrasts of Ave properAes of edges in a 2D image: curvature, collinearity.
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symmetry, parallelism, and cotermination. Indeed, idenüfying the arrangement of a few
geons from a limited set is enough to recognize tens of thousand of objects.
Edge-based representation of a few simple components has been shown to suffice
for inidal access to a mental representation of an object model. For real objects, two
characterisAcs contribute to the object's classiAcaAon: One is surface color and the other
is contour (edge). Edge-based representaAon is also called geometry-based representaAon
and is the basic idea of the KB system presented here. Shapiro ei of (1984) proved the
results of psychological experiments performed by Biedermann. They implemented a
relaAonal model for describing 3D objects. This model was used for iniAal matching with
an unknown object. It uses sAcks (long, thin parts), plates (Aat, wide parts), and other
simple geometric elements to describe the parts of an object. The authors deAne a
measure of relaAonal similarity between 3D object models as well as a measure of feature
similarity, both based on Euclidean distance norms between attribute-value tables. Their
results suggest that relaAonal similarity is much more powerful than feature similarity
and should be used when grouping objects in the database for fast access.
Lowe (1987) implemented a system that can recognize 3D objects from unknown
viewpoints in single gray-scale images. He points out that human vision does work very
well at recognizing images, such as simple line drawings that lack any reliable clues for
the reconstrucAon of depth pnor to recogniAon.
Robert (1965) and Guzman (1969) developed an algorithm that groups polygons
using local evidence which inserts links at juncAons between two regions if they belong
to the same body. VerAces are classiAed into types, and each type always belongs to the
same type of polygon.
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4.3 Expert System Implementation: CLIPS
4.3.1

History of CLIPS

The C Language Integrated Production System (or CLIPS) dates back to 1984 at NASA's
Johnson Space Center. At this time, the ArtiAcial Intelligence Section had developed over
a dozen prototype expert systems applicadons using state-of-the-art hardware and
software.
The onginal intent of CLIPS was to gain useful insight and knowledge about the
construction of expert system tools and to lay the groundwork for the construction of a
replacement tool for the commercial tools then in use.
4.3.2

Reason for using CLIPS

While many expert system shells and tools are commercially available (Giarrantano,
1998), CUPS is available as C-source code, and is thus completely transparent to the
programmer. CLIPS has been successfully applied in several real-world applications.
Other beneAts of using CUPS include:

Rapid Execution

(1) All rules are active independent of the data base search status, since all rules are
connected to the current acAve node.
(2) CUPS can control the propagaAon process by expAciAy invoking or disabling
parts of the process, so that only a few propagaAons are needed to update the
values in the whole network.
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(1) The data values associated with the rules can be of any well-deAned data type, not
just probabilities.
(2) CLIPS allows the programmer to deAne his/her own inference method, add new
knowledge, and delete old knowledge, as well as to modify exisAng knowledge
easily.
(3) CLIPS facilitates the automaAc generaAon of program structures for object
representaAon.
(4) CLIPS provides a powerful debugging tool that allows the user to pause and trace
the value changes of

one or more nodes in the network during value

propagaAon. It also allows the user to examine the database.
(5) Since it is formulated in C, a programmer can understand the program CUPS
thoroughly.

4.4

Rules and Decision FuncAons for ProbabilisAc Reasoinng

Here we introduce the rules and their interpretaAons used in the recogruAon process. The
decision funcAons have been implemented in CUPS.

Rule 1: Edge and Test Vector Match
Let

be a view type of a model image M, and let T_ VECTOR be the set of test

vectors in any given test scene T, and let

be the set of magnitudes of

edges from V7EWLM. Then an instance of EDGE_V7EW_M, assigned to 7LVECTOR,
ZV5T/, becomes
ZV Sri:T VECTOR-»EDGE VZEW M
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The decision funcAon of mle one is Aie comparison of Aie edge magniAide between
model image

and test vector from test scene T as foAows:

r_VECTOR

r/ign(T _ VECTOR

T _ CO _ EDGE)

(4.1)

InterpretaAon of rule one:
Rule one coUects co-edges from test vectors during the recogniAon process by matching
their magnitude with edges from the model image. As in the previous chapter, the test
vectors are drawn by connecting the vertex in the test scene, and then compared with
model edge data. The co-edges are those test vectors the have matches during this
comparison. After the co-edges have been found, they are defined as junctions. A
juncAon is a set of edges or test vectors having correct magnitude matches. Loop
classiAcaAons are performed by rule two.

Rule 2: Loop Search
Let loops from a view type of model image VZEW_M be defined as EDGR_VfEW_M ,
and let T_EGGR be the set of loops in test scene T. Then an instance of EGGR_V7EW_M,
assigned to 7LEGGR, IV5T2, becomes
RV5T2 : T _ EGOR -» EGGR _ WEW _ M
The decision funcAon of rule two is the comparison of iimer angles between
EGGR_VfEW_M and 7LEGGR after the collecAon of juncAons Aom the test scene.
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DecüfOM/MMcAoMybr rwZf fwo:
if -----------------------------< toi f/K»(T_EGGR

Z T _EG G R

EGGR_W EW _M )

(4.2)

y

Interpretation of mle two:
Two interpretations take place in rule two. One is to And loops from the co-edges. The
second one is their reorganization, using their connecAvity so as to evaluate the shape of
the surface or super perimeter. From a geometric point of view, the loop search seeks to
And congruity of triangles; after all, a loop represents a three-segment convex geometry.
If a match based on prior knowledge from the model image is found, those matching
loops are connected as a surface.

Rule 3: Verifÿ Surface Invariance
Let all the transformaAon informaAon about the surface from a view type of model image
VZEWLM be deAned as S U R F A C E , a n d let 7L SURFACE be the set of all
transformaAon informaAon about the surface of test scene T. Then an instance of
SURFACE _WEW_M to T_ SURFACE, RVST), becomes
RVST3 : T _ SURFACE ^ SURFACE _ V7EW _ M
The decision funcAon of rule three is a comparison of surface transform invariance
between model image and test scene (refer to Figure 3.3 and equaAons (3.1) and (3.2) ).

_ SURFACE e SURFACE _ WEW _ M ) (4.3)
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Even if we have a perfect match of loops between model image and test scene, there is
stiU a need to verify their match by comparing surface invariance. Some of the reasons to
verify surface invariance are the foUowings:
(1) Symmetry: 3D objects with symmetries with respect to x, y, or any other principal
axes will have the same loop matches.
(2) False positive: Due to overlapping or image noise, misunderstood loop matches
can occur when unwanted interesAng points are entered into the analysis.
(3) Over determined problem: Certain recogniAon cases can become over determined.
Over determination occurs when the number of matched loops in the test scene
exceeds the number of a model object’s loops in the model database. The effect
can result from the cumulaAve errors from data collecAon, as weU as from
probabilistic viewing analyses in 3D. Such errors create false positives and create
“unwanted” loop matches.
To resolve these problems, we must store in the model image database not only
magnitude and angle informaAon, but also transformaAon invariance informaAon about
the surface. As discussed in chapter three, every loop in the model image database
contains surface invariance informaAon in the form of the invanance vector that connects
the middle points of two loops. Rule three examines these vectors matches after having
found loops Aom co-edges.

Rule 4: Venfÿ Feature Neighborhood
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Let any super perimeter from a view type of model image V/EWJif be deAned as
5 URER_VZEW_M and let T_ 5URER be the super penmeter in the test scene T as newly
found. Then an instance of 5URER_V7EW_M, assigned to T_ 5URER, RV574, becomes

7N5T4 :T _ 5UPER -» 5UPER _ VZEW_ M

if(r_EGGR2^URER_RERVME7ER_WEW_M)
rAf»(T _ gURER -» FEATURE _ V7EW _ M )

Wg/prgnzTioM o^ndg ybwr
To recognize 3D model features from the test scene, we use a super penmeter search
algonthm. As discussed in the previous chapter, the super perimeter search enhances the
reliability of the matching process, and reduces the number of required iterations. Since
we are mainly handling 3D shapes projected onto plane surfaces, the super perimeter
definition for object recognition is a convenient tool. During recognition, whenever a
super perimeter is recovered, unrelated candidate data sets are quickly removed from the
search domain.

Rule 5: Parallel Process and Backward Chaining
For 3D object recognition, strategies in addition to the super perimeter search are
available. A surface may exhibit contour features useful for identiAcation even when the
super perimeter search has failed. DisAncAve surface features not characterized by the
super perimeter may appear prior to lower rule execuAon or at any point thereaAer. Such
addiAonal instances of disAncAve patterns reduce the number of required iteraAons in the
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recogniAon process.

We define a wAengver-do rule for dealing wiAi such occasions. Let

any feature data belong to model image V7EW_M as EGGR_VZEW_M and let 7L EGGR
be the set of surfaces in the test scene T as newly found. Then an instance of FEATURE
_V7EW_M, assigned to TL FEA7T/RE, 2NST5, becomes
7NST5 : T _ EGGF

DgcMzoM

FEATURE _ V7EW _ M

ybr ndg /îvg:
wAg»gver(T _ EGGF 2 SURER _ RER2ME7ER _ WEW _ M )
do(T _ SURFACE -» FEATURE _ V7EW_ M )
wAgngver(T _ EGOR 2 SURFACE _ WEW _ M )
do(T_SURFACE-»FEATURE_V7EW_M)

Wg/prgZoAoyi

_ ^

^

_/îvg:

The loops belonging to the super perimeter and surface appear in no particular order.
Therefore, whenever loops belong to a surface or super perimeter, we choose the related
candidate images as the best data sets without considering the sequence of iteration.
Figure 4.2 explains parallel searching for super perimeter and surfaces. The solid line
shows the normal search algorithm by if-then rule, whereas the double-dot dashed line
shows the whenever-do rule search. Backward chaining becomes an economic tool for
3D recogniAon, since 3D objects are analyzed in terms of their 2D prqjecAon. Therefore
to recognize and recover 3D object from its 2D image implies the simultaneous detecAon
of loops Aom the super perimeter as well as those within surfaces. Whenever a loop Aom
the test scene matches a loop of the super perimeter in the model, we start the feature
search, along with a surface search using backward chaining. Both forward and backward
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search algorithms are executed in parallel; the iterations end whenever a perfect match is
found.

Forward Chaining

Backward Chaining

Verified

Failed match
_

Test Vectors

Successful match
by if-then rule
Successful match by
whenever-do rule

Figure 4.2 Network representation of parallel processing in recognition system

4.5 Occlusion
4.5.1 Definition
In the context of feature-based indexing, using vector geometry and loops for object
matching, occlusion is defined in terms of loop relations: Occlusion occurs if one or more
ioop(aj /rom o reft fcene ü damaged or müfmg wAen compared to t/ie o6 /ect'a model
image loop(f) (see Figure 4.3). For example, Figure 4.3 shows four images of two objects
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overlapping. One is a triangle with three loops, while the other is a square with four
loops. The triangle in Rgure 4.3 (a) still has its three vertices; therefore it is not occluded
since we can generate all associated loops. The square, however, is missing one of its
loops. Two other loops are damaged by the triangle; therefore the square is partly
occluded. The square object can be recovered by probabilistic reasoning.

(a) square is
overlapped

(b) Triangle is
(c) square partly
overlapping
occluded.
Figure 4.3 Four Cases of overlapping

(d) only triangle
can be recovered.

Figure 4.3 (b) shows a special case of occlusion. The triangle is overlapped by the
square, but the dimensions of the remaining shape are similar to that of the square. Unless
additional data (loops) characterizing the triangle exist, it is not only impossible to
recover the triangle, but also since the occluded triangle resembles the square, the number
of loops increases beyond four, leading to an over determined problem as we discussed
earlier.
The loss of the triangle's third vertex creates damage to the associated loops.
Occlusion cannot be decided based on missing vertices or damaged loops.

There must

be a sufficient number of intact loops remaining for occluded shape recovery. Figure 4.3
(c) shows another example for loss of a vertex and its associated loops 6 om the triangle.
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The triangle has only three vertices; therefore we can only recover the line between the
two visible vertices. A single line cannot be reliably associated with an object. Therefore,
in the absence of additional data, the triangle cannot be identified. For the square a third
undamaged loop exists, therefore the square is partly overlapping and can be recovered.
If there is no additional loops are found in the test scene, the algorithm decides that no
matching model image in the test scene exists. In Figure 4.3 (d), the square lost all
additional loops and the triangle still contains aU loops. Therefore the algorithm identifies
the triangle, but not the square. Based on the preceding discussion, an alternate definition
of occlusion is:

Definition of Occlusion (H): fjf during rAe conyorison ojf any modeZ image wirZi the rest
gcene any ioqp q/" a candiddfe

ü missing or damaged, iAen if is considered as

possibly occluded.

The definition above presents a necessary condition for overlapping. The level of
confidence for concluding overlap depends on the number of remaining intact loops. The
more intact loops exist, the more accurate is the determination of overlap and the more
reliable is the object identification.
4.5.2 Defining the Degree of Uncertainty (DOU)
Since overlapping is defined as loss or damage of loops, the degree of uncertainty is
defined based on the number of intact loops during the comparison between model image
and test scene as follows:
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lhde6:Degn%oflhweMabüy(DOtO
DOfy = f - m
where f : number of intact loops in the test scene
m : number of loops in the model image
Then an instance of DOfy ZTViSTb, becomes
2N^T6 : DOf/ ->

Dgcwion

/b r rwZg fcc
if (DOf/ c
tW (T _ FEA7%/RE ->

^

We/prgiafion ofrwfg fcc
The evaluation of DOU is key to verifying the presence of occlusion in the test scene.
The difference between the number of detectable and missing (or defective) loops
indicates whether recovery is possible and the degree of reliability of the resulting
identification. If the value of DOU becomes reaches -m (the number of model image
loops, which means no match), then no identification is possible. Therefore the possible
range of recognition for overlapping objects lies within

-m < DOU < 0.

The process is illustrated through the examples in Figure 4.3. After completion of
the loop search recognition requires the DOU value to determine overlapping and recover
missing or damaged loop(s), until the DOU value becomes zero. Table 4.1 lists the
possible values of DOU. If the DOU value becomes negative, the match problem is
underdetermined, and the test image contains fewer loops than the number of loops
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describing the model. Under determination can also arise for reasons other than
occlusion.

Table 4.1. Variation of DOU
DOU > 0
DOU = 0
-m < DOU < 0
DOU <= -m

Over determined
Exact solution
Underdetermined (overlapping); possible
to recover
Underdetermined (overlapped); impossible
to recover

A negative value of DOU merely implies loss or damage of loops in the test scene
when compared to the model data. Under determination is common in 3D real images,
due to image noise in the test scene. Therefore the DOU value is an important tool for
deciding whether all loops have been recovered, to check for false positives, and to
determine the end of iterations. Table 4.2 has DOU values in the examples in Figure 4.3.

Table 4.2. DOU variation and its interpretation in Figure 4.3
Figure 4.3___________ DOU_________________________Remarks________________
(a)
0 for Triangle, -3 for
Square
(b)
- 3 for T, 4 for S
Two squares are found (over determined)
and regenerated and impossible to recognize
triangle.
(c)
-3 for T, -1 for S
Impossible to recognize triangle
(d)
0 for T, - 4 for S
_______ Impossible to recognize square
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4.5.3

Probabilistic Reasoning to Recover from Occlusions

To recover a damaged loop, we employ probabilistic reasoning. Prior knowledge from
the model image database includes surface and feature information belonging to each
loop. We connect the related loops that belong to the model feature database until a
perfect feature match with the test scene results. Table 4.3 shows the rules used in the
process.

Table 4.3 Rules and interpretation for pattern recognition
Rwfgs
Rule 1

AArAxf/e
Rule of edge

Rule 2

Rule of loop
matching
Rule of surface
invariance

Rule 3

Rule 4
Rule 5

Rule 6

Rule of feature
neighborhood
Rule of parallel
processing and
backward chaining
Rule of defined
occlusion

fwrxcffon
Classifying junctions
from co-edges
Search for the loops

Order Sem ence
Bottom level

Confirm the surface
invariance

Rules 3 through 6 are
evaluated iteratively in
parallel
//

Super perimeter search

Intermediate level

Parallel process and
backward chaining

//

Determine occlusion by
degree of uncertainty
(DOU)

ff

4.6

Assessment of Probabilistic Reasoning

To evaluate the entire recognition process with regard to its ability to identify a shape
from any viewing angle, we Grst consider a bottom-up, or data-driven, recognition
scheme. This scheme first evaluates the edge and junction type information in the image
to establish a complete set of loops. Until now we have assumed exact matching with the
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unknown edges and junctions in the test scene. As the bottom-up recognition scheme
moves through nde fwo, it generates at each level set of alternative hypotheses, and
eliminates as many alternatives as possible given the information available at that level.
This scheme generally results in much useless work because it does not look ahead to
higher levels of rules. Otherwise, it could eliminate hypotheses that are unpromising from
a more comprehensive point of view and it could defer decisions - and the work required
to make them - until more critical decisions have been made.
In contrast to a bottom-up, data-driven control scheme, a top-down, model-driven
scheme does a small amount of work at low level, and then creates hypotheses. This
hypothesis is more tentative than those made in a bottom-up scheme and is initially less
constrained, hence more numerous. A top-down scheme thus has the disadvantage that
decisions made at lower level rules are initiated by disputes at higher levels; in particular,
work at rule level one is done only as required.
We have implemented a control scheme that combines bottom-up and top-down
elements as occasioned by the random sequence of pattern searching. While both the
bottom-up and top-down schemes inspect the loop elements at the intermediate level, the
scheme proposed here proceeds according to its current state of knowledge, performing
rule base matching when no cormectivity is known, and arranging identiSed surfaces
according to known geometrical relations contained in the model database.
Bottom-Level Analysis: The scheme extracts from the image the edge and
junction information required to make reasonable low-level hypotheses. Taking only the
best low-level hypotheses, it arrives at a restricted set of hypotheses at the intermediate
level. These intermediate level hypotheses allow more focused decisions at lower levels;
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these decisions in turn lead back to improved intermediate level hypotheses. The
elimination of non-valid sets of intermediate level hypotheses also restricts the search
domain at advanced levels. When a 3D feature has been identified, the advanced level
hypotheses descend to intermediate and low levels; the resulting work at these lower
levels produces further instances and resolution of conflicting hypotheses.
Interm ediate Level Analysis: The structures of hypotheses by control scheme
results from low-level search step up to both intermediate and advanced levels. At the
intermediate level, the recognition process first focuses on proper match of loop types to
model loops. This search will continue till any number of matches of loops found for all
the remaining hypotheses from the low-level analysis. The focus thus expands to the
neighbors of the model loops, which are classified in terms of the spatial relationships
between the model loops and its junctions. If a loop matches with a neighbor of several
loops from one model, then the recognition process focuses all those matches as well
since classifying those matched loop would generally eliminate number of intermediate
level hypotheses.
Advanced Level Analysis: At advanced level, a surface type is deGned if enough
of its connectivity types matches with correct matched loops from intermediate level
search. The goodness of an instance's claim depends on the proportion of the sinface's
connectivity types that are assigned to model image and on the goodness of their
matches. The recognition process focuses on good instances of surface invariance match;
for each such instance, it tries to Gnd matches for the connectivity type of loops in the
corresponding surface and feature that have not yet been verified their cormectivity in the
image and correct matches will be Glled in the "bucket" of positive recognition table. The
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growth of instances and hypotheses in the advanced level search may follow many
different patterns depending on how comprehensive the corresponding view types and the
order in which constituent connectivity types are assigned. As instances grow, they
contend for newly claimed surfaces in the image; such contention also directs the search
strategy of the recognition process for surfaces and features - backward and forward
chaining, for example.
At each step of verification, the level of conGdence in the correctness of a match
can be expressed in terms of the loop types and spatial relationships of the object's
surfaces and features. The reliability of such matches depends on the viewing angle. To
reduce the level of indeterminacy in an interpretation, the reliabilities of current matches
with candidate model surfaces in the image must be ranked. Here, those instances will be
classified by ranking the matches, i.e. by counting the number of additional validations
for each hypothesis. At the final stage of evaluation, poorly ranked hypotheses will be
rejected. The process terminates when no further disputes can be resolved. The
recognition outcome is thus a set of interpretations whose cardinality depends on the
number of resolved disputes.
There are considerable opportunities for parallelism in this hierarchical scheme.
Any number of disputes can be evaluated in parallel at the intermediate level. In the
parallel case, however, alternative hypotheses cannot be eliminated until the results of the
individual parallel processes are complete; similarly, any number of instances can be
evaluated in parallel, but contention for surfaces and features requires either
communication between processes or waiting for results.
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Test scene
(On-line Recognition)

Model image database
(Off-line Preprocessing)
Vertex

Vertex
M tiai'level Rule:
Magnitude

Edge

Test Vector

Junction

Co-Edge
Second-level Rule: Inner

Loop

Loop

Angle

3D?
No

Yes

Yes

No

Test Vector
Alignment and
Recovering Loop

Super perimeter
and Feature
Neighborhood

Backward
Changing
Recovering
Super Perimeter

Recovering
Super Perimeter
No

Surface?

DOU=0

Surface

Advanced-level Rule I:
Surface Invariance

Surface

Feature

Advanced-level Rule II:
Feature Neighborhood

Feature

Figure 4.4 Knowledge based system for three dimensional pattern recognition

Finally, even intermediate and advanced level rule instances can be evaluated in
parallel, but the propagation of the effects of one to the other requires a separate,
sequential step. More con^lete parallelism is possible when the images are partitioned
into several connected components in 3D. Figure 4.4 presents a flowchart of the entire
recognition process. Chapter 5 presents the implementation of this chapter's algorithm,
applied to gray-level images, and discusses the experimental results.
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CHAPTERS
EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

In this chapter, the details of a complete recognition system, in which the indexing
method had been covered, will be presented. The system contains all of the elements
crucial to any model-based recognition system, including the model database itself (and
choice of model representation), feature detection, and feature grouping, indexing, and
matching (hypothesis verification). The matching choices for each of the sample images
presented in this chapter are not unique, and the ability of the indexing system to generate
valid hypotheses depends on image quality. The real CCD images presented below
contain noise and varying levels of contrast. The analysis is able to address the majority
of the issues that appear in realistic scenarios and perform correct identifications in most
cases.

5.1

Grouping Data &om Model Image and Test Scene

Models are polyhedral and are stored as formatted lists of points, edges, junctions, loops,
and surfaces. Surface markings are also included in the representation; these are labeled
to indicate the features. Test scenes, on the other hand, are processed only with regard to
extracting the interesting points.
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Model data are currently generated manually using a viewpoint-centered
coordinate system. This is a time consuming process, therefore the model database
available for experiments contains just seven 3D object shapes, each shape represented
through 24 images taken at varying viewing angles. Most other polyhedral object
databases reported in the literature consist merely of abstract geometric figures rather
than data sets extracted from real images.

The algorithm has been implemented in

MathCAD and CUPS.
5.1.1

Comer Detection

Comers are the fundamental components for building feature groups in terms of
interesting points.

These points are the main data type used to test the indexing

algorithm performance. To detect comers, we first perform edge detection to find object
contours in the image. From the several available contour detection algorithms, we
selected the one by Canny (1986). Figure 5.1(b) shows the contours of the CCD image in
Fig. 5.1(a).

à
(a) Original image

(b) Contour image

(c) Detected comers

Figure 5.1 Edge and comer detection from 3D real image
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The comer detection algorithm identifies convex-to-concave or sharp junctions.
Figure 5.1(c) shows the comers extracted from Figure 5.1(b). After obtaining the comers
by applying a customary 5 x 5-pixel mask, we employ Cubic B-Sphne smoothing to
eliminate false comers created by image noise (Medioni & Yasumoto, 1987). The edge
and comer detection algorithms are unable to detect contours characterized by only small
grey-level variations, such as the boundary between the cube and the darker prism behind
it.

Even after smoothing, false positive comers are frequently still present (see Figure

5.1(c)).

Table 5.1 Indexing methodologies
Preprocessing stage (ofT-Une):
Step 1: Extract interesting points from model image
Step 2: Calculate edges and loops data
Step 3: Evaluate surface invariance using transformation
invariance of mid-point of loops
Step 4: Evaluate loop cormectivity of super perimeter
Recognidon stage (on-line):
Step 1: Extract interesting points and build test vector sets
Step 2: Pick one model image dataset and compare with test
scene data to find co-edges and loops
Step 3: Evaluate DOU values and verify hypothesis
Step 4: Regenerate matching results
Step 5: Go to the step two, select next model image dataset
and repeat the remaining steps till the last model
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5.1.2

Search Path and Ranking

The evaluation of the DOU values proceeds according to a ranking system (Shimshoni &
Ponce, 2000). The ranking system is similar to weighted k'^ nearest neighbor or WkNN
(Duda & Hart, 1973). Upon completion of the pattern matching process, a weighted value
(or matching result with extra credit) is assigned when the loop belonging to a surface
also belongs to the super perimeter. All matching results are stored with their rankings
and sorted according to their ranking scores. This type of decision is termed 'best bin
6

rst' (or BBP) algorithm by Beis & Lowe (1998).
5.1.3

Recognition System Overview

Table 5.1 presents an overview of the entire recognition system. We distinguish between
two main components, an offline preprocessing stage, and a real-time recognition stage.

Pentium 133 MHz PC
A/D & D/A
Converters

Global Lab Image
Data Acquisition
Program

Camera
PULNiX
TM-540
MathCAD & CLIPS
Image Processing
Program
Pentium 1.7 GHz PC
Image Plane
Figure 5.2 Computers and sensors used in the experiment
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In our appUcadon a camera is used to capture the image of the object of interest, which
yields the gray level image information after processing. The sensors are connected to the
personal computer. The configuration is explained schematically in Figure 5.2.

5.2 Recognition Experiments on 2D Synthetic Images
5.2.1

Synthetic Data for 2D

2D synthetic images were created before 3D real image recognition for the
purpose of algorithm development and initial testing. Synthetic images have the
advantage of (i) easier algorithm inspection and verification (ii) significantly reduced
noise effects, and (iii) easier and more accurate transformations to set scale, translation,
and rotation information of the image. Figure 5.3 shows the set of 2D and 3D images
used in our experiments. All experiments in this chapter follow the same basic procedure.
First, a set of training images was generated, using either a tessellation of the view
sphere, or random views sampled uniformly over the view sphere.

Model images

$
B

C
Test scenes

D

B
C
D
Figure 5.3 Model images and test scenes for recognition
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Initially, real 3D test scenes contained a single database object, chosen at random
and viewed from a random viewpoint. Gaussian noise filtering was applied to all images
before edge and comer detection.
Two performance measures were applied as follows:
Success Rate: The relative frequency of finding at least one correct match after a
complete analysis.
Index ranking: For correctly matched images, the type and number of correct
hypotheses inferred during the analysis indicate the degree of confidence in the
correctness of the identification, which is termed index ranting.
5.2.2

Experiment 1: Match Test Scene Object with Data Base Model

In this experiment, we verify the algorithm following the sequence of the rules of Chapter
4 for feature recognition. The procedure of reasoning is forward chaining.
(1)

Generating the Test Vector

The first step in the recognition process is to draw the test vectors by cormecting all
interesting points to all others. Figure 5.4 shows one of test vector sets from point O. The
dimensionality of the test vector for n points is O (n^). We seek to remove duplicate test
vectors, e.g. having computed vector A to B, vector B to A is not required.

o

(a) Test scene A
(b) Test vectors from O
Figure 5.4 One of eight test vector sets from test scene A at point O
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(2)

Find Edge Match and Collect Co-Edge Data

Prom the test vectors we match edge magnitudes between the test vectors and model
edges by evaluating the first-level rule in the recognition process. Figure 5.5 (a) shows
matching results for the triangular object in test scene A, which has been matched with its
model image. Figure 5.5(a) still contains falsely matched edges (the two black lines in
Figure 5.5 (a)) since we consider only vector magnitudes at this step. Rgure 5.5 (b) also
shows some false matches (two black lines) for the square in Figure 5.4(a). The false
matches' inner angles differ from those in the model dataset. Therefore, inspecting their
inner angles, and thereafter also surface invariance eliminates such false positive vectors.

(b)

(a) Co-edge search result for triangle

Co-edge search results for sq

Figure 5.5 Results of co-edge search

(3) Search for Loops
Since test vectors are arbitrarily drawn between interesting points without any prior
knowledge, the output of their junction and loop matches still include misleading results
as shown in Figure 5.5. Now we find loops from the identified co-edges (or junctions).
By applying the second-level rule, we can extract loops from junctions. The key element
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of the loop search is the comparison of inner angles between any extracted loop in the test
scene, and loops in the model data database. The loop search result for the example of
Figure 5.4 is shown in Figure 5.6.

R
egen
O
T
tedR
esu
lt

id
"

(a)

Loop search result for triangle

(b) Loop search result for square

Figure 5.6 Match result after loop search and surface invariance for experiment 1

(4)

Verify Surface Invariance and Evaluate DOU Value

Following the loop identiScation we apply the advanced level rules because false positive
matches can still exist (not the case in Figure 5.6). The advanced rules conGrm the match
and remove false positive matches by applying the transformation invariance rule. As
introduced in chapter 3, the key idea is to store the directionality of model loops. This
veriGcation step removes not only unwanted loop matches but also resolves duplicate
matches from 3D shape symmetries. After completing the loop search we evaluate the
degree of uncertainty (DOU) and verify whether the match is exact, over-determined, or
under-determined (overlapping). Figure 5.6 (a) shows a perfect matching result for the
triangle after removal of two "unwanted" co-edges by evaluating loop invariance. The
DOU value for the triangle results as zero. On the other hand. Figure 5.6 (b) shows only
one loop match for the square. The DOU value for the square is -3. To achieve the perfect
square as total result, we initiate additional probabilistic reasoning.
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Regenerated Result

Loop
Geometry
(Key word)
(Page number)
(a) Loop matching by probabilistic
(b)
reasoning
Figure 5.7 Probabilistic reasoning for square object

Result of probabilistic

As shown in Figure 5.7 (a), an intact loop belongs to the square, creating a key
word to the index. With probabilistic reasoning, we identify the square model object as a
possible match of a hidden object. The reasoning process attempts to align model loops
with the recovered loop and determine matching.

Matching model

Found
CO-

Matched loops
Gom junction

DOU
value

Scores

Decision

____________________ edges____________________________

Triangle
(Model image A)

7

3

0

3

Square
(Model image B)

2

1

-3

1

Perfect match for
triangle
Probabilistic
reasoning for
square match.

Figure 5.8 Statistics for experiment 1
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The surface invariance match can verify the hypothesis. Since the model contains all four
loops that deGne a square object and its surface invariance, we can conduct all remaining
tests for invariance. After Gnding a correct or very close match of loop(s) the candidate
object's related surfaces or its super perimeter are venGed. In the example, the search
terminates by identifying the occluded object as a square. Figure 5.8 shows staGsGcs of
probabihsGc reasoning for experiment 1.
5.2.3

Experiment 2: Find Model Object from Test Scene B

Figure 5.9 shows recogniGon from test scene B in Figure 5.3 as another example. Here no
match for the triangle (model image A) exists, and eight matches for the square. The
latter is therefore an over determined case (DOU value is -3 for the triangle and +4 for
the square). The loop search result is shown in Figure 5.9 (b). The final result is shown in
Figure 5.9 (c). One can noGcc that it is impossible to idendfy the triangle since the [DOU|
for the triangle is the same as the number of loops for the triangle.

(a) Test scene B

(b) Loop search results

(c) Final match result

Figure 5.9 Over determined problem in tests scene B
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5.3 RecogniGon Experiments with Real 3D Objects
5.3.1 Challenges
For 3D real images, the image data from the test scene become more sensiGve to errors
than the syntheGc images created by CAD tools. Therefore the same problems observed
previously in 2D image analysis become more serious: e.g. round off errors, noise, and
ambiguity. Other problems arise from projected shape variaGons with viewing angle, and
to a lesser degree from aspects of the projected geometry such as symmetry, rotaGon, and
scale.
5.3.2

Experiment 3: VeriGcaGon of the ProbabilisGc interpolaGon in 3D

The image database of the prism in Figure 5.10 consists of contours recorded at azimuth
angles of 0°, 15°, and 30° respecGvely. Only these three images are considered for the
veriGcaGon of the ptobabilisGc interpolaGon for the 3D case. The super perimeter and
surfaces for the prism are defined in Figure 5.10. All images of the prism have Gve loops
for the super perimeter, four loops for surface 1 , and three loops for surface 2 , as well as
six edges. The numbers assigned to the super perimeter (Figure 5.10b) deGne loop
cormecGvity.

0

$
(a) Prism

■O
(b) Super perimeter

52

(c) Surface 1 & 2

Figure 5.10 Super perimeter and surfaces of pnsm
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Figure 5.11 shows the matching results after using the probabilistic viewing
effect. In Figure 5.11, the top row shows the original image, followed by co-edge search
results in the second row. The third row presents the final result after loop and surface
invariant matching has removed false positive matches. The superimposed dotted image
in red is the reference image contour.
(1) Perfect Match
Figure 5.11 (a) presents the case of complete agreement between model and test scene.

$

ê

(a) 0 degree

(b) 15 degrees

(c) 30 degrees

Figure 5.11 Matching results for the same 3D object at varying viewing angles. AH
three views are compared to the model for view (a) (leftmost column)
Column a: Perfect match
Column b: 15 degree deviation from model viewing angle
Column b: 30 degree deviation from model viewing angle
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The analysis shows not only exact matching of loops, but also additional co-edges (bold
lines in second row). Analogous to 2D recognition, such false positive matches are also
commonly observed in 3D real object recognition. False positive matching is due to not
only to round off error and noise, but is also caused by the many possible positions the
object can assume in space, and which must be considered.
Each search algorithm in 3D has been executed in parallel for each surface, as
well as for the super perimeter, as discussed in chapter 4. After Ending the right matches
of loops using surface invariance the degree of uncertainty (DOU) is evaluated according
to the dehnition. The search strategy follows the DOU values for search termination for
the identiEed surfaces, and thus for the sequence in which the search proceeds.
In the present example of the perfectly matched wedge, the match score is

6

from

Table 5.2 (a): since four matched loops all belong to super perimeter, we add a 50%
bonus. Table 5.2 (a) shows the matching results in detail at each step of the recognition
process depicted in Figure 5.11 (a).

Table 5.2 (a) Recognition statistics for perfect match example of Fig. 5.11(a)
Number of
Co-edges
8

(2)

Number of
matched Loops
12

loops

DOU
value

Cumulative Scores
(Number of matched
loops + 50% bonus)

Decision

0

14.5

Perfect match

Match At 15 Degree Viewing Angle Deviadon

In Figure 5.11 (b) the prism has been rotated 15-degrees relative to the onginal posiEon
of Figure 5.11 (a). We attempt a match of the model of Figure 5.11 (a) with the rotated
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test scene of Figure 5.11 (b). Now only two perfect loop matches with the super
perimeter are found.

Two perfect matches with the model are found for surface 1.

Two matches in surface 1 also belong to the super perimeter. Due to the change of
viewing angle one loop at the bottom of the prism no longer matches with the model, thus
the surface 2 only one match is found. This was predicted result in Chapter 3: obtuse
angled loops change more pronouncedly with varying viewing angles compared to acute
angles. Referring to Table 5.2(b) the super perimeter match has the highest score. The
algorithm first attempts to recover the super perimeter, and then evaluates other surfaces.
Since the super perimeter bounds surfaces, this sequence of reasoning constitutes
backward processing compared to the normal forward search sequence discussed in
Chapter 4.

Table 5.2 (b) Recognition statistics for match example of Fig. 5.11(b) at 15 degrees

Co-edges

6

(3)

Loops

DOU
value

Scores

Decisions

2 for Super
perimeter

-3

3

Still has the highest credit

2

-2

2.5

1

-2

I

One of two loop belongs not only
surface 1 but also super perimeter so
we gave extra credit of 50 percent
Possible to recover but the lowest
credibility

Match At 30 Degree Viewing Angle Deviation

Figure 5.11 (c) summarizes the reasoning process for match between prisms at 30-degree
difference. Another edge in surface 2 no longer matches the model of Figure 5.11 (a).
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The super perimeter has one perfect match, and there are two perfect matches for surface
1. There is no match for surface 2. Therefore unlike in the preceding experiment, the
algorithm attempts to End a match using surface 1. The permissibility of matching
surface 1 with the model depends on the user deEned maximum deviadon between model
and test scene. The selecdon of allowable deviadon levels between model and test scene
inEuences the search process direcdy with regard to the number of required comparisons
and thus the total dme required for compledon of the search. The allowable deviadon
levels in this example result in a DOU value that sdll holds the possibility for recovery,
albeit at a lower probability for success than the preceding experiments.

Table 5.2 (c) Recognition statistics for match example of Fig. 5.11(c) at 30
degrees viewing angle deviation

Co-edges

Loops
1

5

Eom super
perimeter

DOU
value
-4

Scores

Decisions

1.5

Possible to recover but lower credit
than surface 1

2 from surface 1

-2

2.5

0

-3

0

5.3.3

One of two loop belongs not only
surface 1 but also super perimeter we
gave extra credit of 50 percent

Impossible to recover

Experiment 4: Locadng a Model Object in Test Scene C

This experiment performs 3D object recognidon from a real image containing muldple
objects. As always, there is no prior knowledge from the test scene except point
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coordinates. The procedure up to the loop search is the same as in the 2D case. Then,
after evaluating the DOU values, a super perimeter search as well as surface searches is
performed. As before, the results are ranked in terms of scores assigned to each
hypothesis.
(1)

Generating the Test Vector

Figure 5.12 (a) shows test scene C with a partially occluded prism. The test vector set is
the same as for 2D synthetic object recognition. The test scene contains are a total of 55
test vectors. Figure 5.12 (b) shows one set, drawn from point O. The results from comer
detection show that it is almost impossible to detect point F. The overlapping prism
creates new deep convex or concave junctions, which become false interesting points.

(a) Test scene C

(b) Test vectors from point O

Figure 5.12 One of eleven test vector sets from test scene C at point O

(2)

Finding Co-edges from Test Vector Sets

Figure 5.13 shows the result of the co-edge search. Figure 5.13 (a) contains many
complicated co-edges after the match between the prism and test scene C because the
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overlapping objects created new comer points and removed some original ones. The
resulting ambiguity causes many false positive results even if all objects in the test scene
belong to the model image database. Figure 5.13 (b) shows the co-edge search results
after matching the cube in the test scene with the model, producing better results.
However, even with the cube located in front of the prism, the comer detection algorithm
lacks point F in Figure 5.12 (a) on the overlapping part of piism.
(3) Loop search
The loop search originates from the detected co-edges. The bold lines in Figure 5.13 (a)
and (b) show one loop match for the prism (bold line) and three loop matches for the
cube, respectively. Therefore the DOU value for the cube search in the test scene C
results as under-determined (possibly overlapped). Probabilistic reasoning is applied to
both candidate objects. Overlapping aHects not only the occluded object, but also the one
in front since both objects lost interesting points.

(b) Co-edge with cube

(a) Co-edge with prism

Figure 5.13 Result of co-edge search from test scene C

(4)

Verify the Invariant Vectors

The next step is to find the nearest neighbors of existing intact loops from the model
database. Since the cube has more intact loops, and the detected loops in the cube all
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belong to super perimeter, the algorithm then attempts to recover the super perimeter, and
then to collect the surfaces, which belong to that super perimeter. For the prism, the only
matching loop /wctrZy also belongs to the super perimeter so the algorithm follows the
same procedure as for the cube. Figure 5.14 (c) shows the final matches with depictions
picture of the two identified model images, which were each identified from nearest
neighbor searches. Table 5.3 summarizes the decision functions and the rules applied to
verify the hypotheses.

R qsennaial Result

(a) Partial match for prism

(b) Partial match for cube

(c) Final match result

Figure 5.14 Final match after loop search and surface invariance

The recovered geometry in Figure 5.14 (c) contains not the test scene objects, but
they're nearest neighbor model images found during the match process. With the
exception of the occasional perfect match the final match deviates from the test scene
since the 3D model images are matched by application of the probabilistic interpolation
within the bounds of acceptable a ro r margins. It is possible to obtain several matches for
the same test scene, but such cases are not discussed here. The frequency of multiple
matches for a single scene depends on the number of model images in the model
database: The smaller the interval between stored views, the fewer multiple matches will
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result, as discussed in Chapter 3. Smaller intervals between views result in larger
databases and larger numbers of iterations. As discussed in Chapter 3 a 15-degree interval
between model images constitutes a reasonable compromise. The next experiment
demonstrates a case of failure since the test scene contains no related images in the model
database.

Table 5.3 Recognition results from various stages of matching algorithm for
Experiment 4 (image containing two overlapping objects)
TIMES
FIRED

THE RULE GROUPS

Low level
rule

Intermediate
level rule

Advanced
level rule

Prism
Cube
Super
Prism
SI
S2
Super
SI
Cube
S2
S3
Super
Prism
SI
S2
Super
SI
Cube
S2
S3

5.3.4

NUMBERS
OF
MATCHES

55*6
55*9
12*5
12*4
12*3

12

8*6

3
2
0
1
1
0

8

ACTIONS OF THE RULES

Find co-edges

5
2

1

8*4
8*4
8*4
5*4!
2*3!
1 *2 !
3*6!
2*4!
0*4!
1*4!

1
3
0
0
0

Find loops from co-edges

Verify invariance vector
from matched loops

Experiment 5: Locating a Model Object from Test Scene D

In test scene D, the cube leans on the prism, and the photo was taken from a different
elevation angle when compared to test scene C. Since there is difference if viewing angle
changes in the test scene, then the scene become totally unknown object to model
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database. And we try to demonstrate how it is different when unknown object comes out
in the test scene.
(1)

Search for Loops and Evaluate DOU Values

Since generating test vectors and finding co-edges follows the same procedures as in the
previous sections we move immediately to the co-edge search results, depicted in Figure
5.15. Figures 5.15 (b) and (c) show the co-edge search result for the prism and cube,
respectively.

(a) Test scene D

(b) Co-edges for prism

(c) Co-edges for cube

Figure 5.15 Recognition results for test scene D

Once again, the overlapping objects result in a loss of interesting points compared to the
model objects, as well as in the creation of additional points not belonging to the data
base. Thus the co-edges are rather complicated. Correct matches are stiU possible, even if
the viewing angles of an object in the test scene deviate considerably from the stored data
sets in the model database. The likelihood for correct recognition deceases as the
difference between test scene and stored views increases. The prism has one matched
loop (bold line) in Figure 5.16 (a) the cube shows three-matched loops (bold lines) in
Figure 5.16 (b).
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(2)

Parallel Search for Super Perimeter and Surface

To search for the prism in the test scene, we conduct three steps in parallel, (i) find match
with super perimeter, (ii) Gnd match with surface 1 , and (hi) find match with surface 2 .
The algorithm finds no match from Rgures 5.16 (a) and (b). The matching loop in Figure
5.16(a) suggests that the prism could be correctly identihed. However, the edge length is
too short and therefore not within the acceptable bounds of tolerance. In Figure 5.16 (b),
clearly no surface invariance between the three matched loops exists. Thus, even though
loop matches exist, one cannot conclude matching without verification of surface
invariance by evaluating the transformation vectors. The algorithm concludes that no
match exists in test scene D concerning the model image database.

_i__________I__________ I__________i_

(a) Matching result for prism

_I_________ !_

(b) Matching result for cube

Figure 5.16 Final match after loop search and surface invariance

5.4 Summary
Rule-based pattern matching produces satisfactory recognition results for 2D synthetic
images. For this image category, the model image base is relatively free of noise and
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other errors. Object recognition is generally accurate even in the case of overlapping and
partial occlusion. For the 3D real objects, the levels of ambiguity of data and errors
accumulated by probabilistic interpolation decreases the reliability of matching and
particularly for obtuse-angled loops. Pattern matching for scenes containing overlapping
objects depends strongly on the objects' relative positions with regard to the algorithm's
capability to identify valid loops in the scene.
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CHAPTER 6

CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
6.1 Conclusions
The objective of this dissertation is the development and validation of automated methods
for machine-based object recognition. Emphasis was placed on search methodologies that
minimize the database size requirements, as well as on robust and noise-tolerant
identification methods that ensure correct recognition at high levels of reliability.
Strategies to minimize processing time include a database organized for feature-based
indexing, nearest neighbor searches, and iterative search path optimization based on the
current state of information. Validation of search results is performed at multiple
intermediate steps during the search both to increase accuracy as well as to prune the
search space and reduce execution time. A database of 3D object models was created, in
which object contours are reduced to interesting points and their spatial relationships to
the entire object. Models were extracted from 2D gray-scale digital images. The database
search and validation algorithm is configured as a rule-based recognition system, which
employs probabilistic interpolation and reasoning.
The search algorithm reaches its conclusions based on four main elements:
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The indexing key and the feature-based geometrical model and probabilistic interpolation
and the rule-based reasoning procedure. They designed to improve speed and rehability
during the search. Details of these four elements follow below:
1. Indexing key: The results in the Chapter 5 support the claims that indexing is
a powerful tool and that multiple representations provide robustness. These
properties allow the search algorithm to function efficiently in the presence of
moderate noise levels and occlusion.
2. Feature-based indexing: Feattue-based indexing reduces the size of the hash
table since the database consists of loops and their geometric invariance only.
3. Probabilistic interpolation: Similarity analysis of neighboring 3D images
was performed and the accuracy and reliability have been found satisfactory.
4. Rule-based reasoning: Knowledge-based system was introduced to recognize
object without orderly manner of vertex coordinates from test scene and
regenerate the test scene as recognition result. The definition of degree of
uncertainty (DOU) played two important roles. One is determine if there is
occlusion or missing loops and the other one is determine the termination of
iteration.

6.2 Limitations of the Algorithm
1. Special cases of model views: The expert system fails in those cases where
only one surface of a 3D object is visible. In this situation, insuÆcient
information exists for a decision about the nature of the scene (plane or 3D).
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2. Incomplete search: Because the 3D search is probabilistic, it is always
possible that the indexing algorithm may fail. The likelihood of correct
recognition increases in proportion with the number of feature groupings, with
each group increasing the probability for achieving correct matches.

6.3 Recommendations
1. Probability estimation: The accuracy of the probability estimates used for
ranking could be improved by adding additional distinctive features to the
database.
2. F eature d ata grouping: improving the techniques of data grouping will be
important for increasing the robustness of the system and deceasing database
size, as well as minimize iteration.
3. Verification: Both the probabilistic reasoning process and the set of
recognition rules can be further rehned. Especially after the loop estimation
has been stabilized, further refinement of rules could enhance the recognition
accuracy.
4. Process Automation: While this effort was focused on developing a proof of
concept, both the data base creation process and the pattern matching can be
automated and integrated.
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APPENDIX

A .l Sample Data in Off-line Processing
A.1.1 Edge and Loop Data Sample
Figure A.1.1 below shows format of loop and edge data for super perimeter.

0
Super:=
'

O

0

1

2

3

4

1

2

3

4

0

2

3

4

0

1

1.711

1.919

2154

2194

1.446

^

192.3 109.64 119.89 99.05 118.41
109.64 119.89 99.05 118.41 192.3;
(a) Super perimeter

(b) Matrix data for super perimeter

Figure A.1.1 Example for super perimeter database for prism model

The Erst three rows in the super matrix at Figure A.1.1 (b), shows connectivity of Eve
loops consist super perimeter at Figure A.1.1 (a). And the fourth row in the super matrix
represents inner angle value in radian. And the last two rows indicate magnitude of two
edges belong to each loop at pixel length scale.
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A. 1.2 Surface invariance
The example for the invariance vector between loop 012 and loop 340 is shown in Figure
A. 1.2. And the mathematical form is in equation (A.l).
« I.oqp012,Z/)qp340,Z^,Z^2,/( »

(A.l)

Here ^ and 6 ^ is directionality between loop 012 and 340 and

is the magnitude of

vector V.

Invariant vector v

Figure A .l.2 Details of surface invariance between loop 012 and 340

To verify their invariance, we used translation and rotation matrix as shown
Figure 3.3 in chapter 3. During the recognition we verify hypothesis using transformation
invariance. In this stage, ^becomes rotation angle and

becomes translation distance. As

a matter fact, it is exhaustive progress to build those invariance data along with edge and
loop data as well.
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A.2 Table of 3D model images for prism

:

l à

■

•

Figure A.2.1 List of images for prism database taken at 15-degree interval.
(Elevation angle is fixed)
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A.3 Sample CLIPS code
********************************************************************

Clips Example for Feature-Based Indexing
********************************************************************

(de^acts m_data
;;edge data
(m^data edgel 250 0)
(m_data edge2 250 90)
(mudata edge3 250 180)
(m_data edge4 250 270)
;;loop data
(m_data loopl
(m_data loop2
(m_data loop3
(m_data loop4

012 90)
123 90)
230 90)
301 90))

;;set test scene data
(deftemplate group
(slot name)
(slot connectivity)
(slot mag))
;set eight rules to End match

(defrule fmd-match-edge 1
(m_data edgel ?x ?y)
(group (name ?name) (mag ?x))
=Xprintout t ?name " " crlf))
(defrule find-match-edge2
(m_data edge2 ?x ?y)
(group (name ?name) (mag ?x))
=>(printout t ?name " " crlf))
(defrule End-match-edge3
(nt_data edge3 ?x ?y)
(group (name ?name) (mag ?x))
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=>(printout t ?name "

" crlf))

(defrule End-match-edge4
(m_data edge4 ?x ?y)
(group (name Tname) (mag ?x))
=>(piintout t ?name " " crlf))
(defrule flnd-match-loopl
(nL_data loopl ?x ?y)
(group (connectivity ?connectivity) (mag ?y))
=> (printout t ?connectivity " " crlf))
(defrule End-match-loop2
(m_data loop2 ?x ?y)
(group (connectivity ?connectivity) (mag ?y))
=> (printout t ?connectivity " " crlf))
(defrule find-match-loop3
(m_data loop3 ?x ?y)
(group (cormectivity ?coimectivity) (mag ?y))
=> (printout t ?connectivity " " crlf))
(defrule End-match-loop4
(m_data loop4 ?x ?y)
(group (connectivity ?connectivity) (mag ?y))
=> (printout t ?connectivity " " crlf))
(deffacts test_vector
•

VfîCtOX" d3lt3,
(group (name t0 _ 0 )(mag 0 ))
(group (name tO_l)(mag 250))
(group (name tO_2)(mag 250))
(group (name tO_3)(mag 375))
(group (name tO_4)(mag 546))
(group (name tO_5)(mag 291))
(group (name tO_6 )(mag 291))
(group (name tO_7)(mag 353))
(group (name tl_0)(mag 250))
(group (name tl_l)(m ag 0 ))
(group (name tl_2)(mag 353))
(group (name tl_3)(mag 125))
(group (name tl_4)(mag 333))
(group (name tl_5)(mag 150))
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(group (name tl_6)(mag 269))
(group (name tl_7)(mag 403))
(group (name t2_0)(mag 250))
(group (name t2_l)(mag 355))
(group (name t 2 _ 2 )(mag 0 ))
(group (name t2_3)(mag 450))
(group (name t2_4)(mag 500))
(group (name t2_5)(mag 269))
(group (name t2_6)(mag 150))
(group (name t2_7)(mag 111))
(group (name t3_0)(mag 375))
(group (name t3_l)(mag 125))
(group (name t3_2)(mag 450))
(group (name t3_3)(mag 0))
(group (name t3_4)(mag 253))
(group (name t3_5)(mag 195))
(group (name t3_6)(mag 336))
(group (name t3_7)(mag 477))
(group (name t4_0)(mag 546))
(group (name t4_l)(mag 333))
(group (name t4_2)(mag 500))
(group (name t4_3)(mag 253))
(group (name t4_4)(mag 0))
(group (name t4_5)(mag 259))
(group (name t4_6)(mag 351))
(group (name t4_7)(mag 468))
(group (name t5_0)(mag 291))
(group (name t5_l)(mag 150))
(group (name t5_2)(mag 269))
(group (name t5_3)(mag 195))
(group (name t5_4)(mag 259))
(group (name t5_5)(mag 0))
(group (name t5_6)(mag 141))
(group (name t5_7)(mag 282))
(group (name t6_0)(mag 291))
(group (name t6 _l)(mag 269))
(group (name t6 _ 2 )(mag 150))
(group (name t6_3)(mag 336))
(group (name t6_4)(mag 351))
(group (name t6_5)(mag 141))
(group (name t 6 _ 6 )(mag 0 ))
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(group (name t6_7)(mag 141))
(group (name t7_0)(mag 353))
(group (name t7_l)(mag 403))
(group (name t7_2)(mag 111))
(group (name t7_3)(mag 477))
(group (name t7_4)(mag 468))
(group (name t7_5)(mag 282))
(group (name t7_6)(mag 141))
(group (name t7_7)(mag 0))

(group (name loop_l )(connecti vity 132)(mag 90))
(group (name loop_2)(connectivity 023)(mag 90))
(group (name loop_3)(connectivity 013)(mag 90))
(group (name loop_4)(connectivity 102)(mag 90)))
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